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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A chronology of advances in bridge-deck construction and maintenance 
in Kentucky is presented. The I-64 bridges between Lexington and 
Frankfort each had differing experimental deck features . Bridges on US 
1 19 ,  Harlan-Cumberland , are experimental from the standpoint of 
overlayment on new bridges . Those and a large number of overlayed 
brid ges were designated long-term experimental structures and were 
monitored during the course of this study . Research during the period 
from 1970-1980 focused on improvements in durability of bridge-deck 
concrete. Developmental work was conducted on latex concrete and 
concrete using super water reducers . 
Initial protection efforts entailed 
concrete decks using penetrants, seals , 
All of those proved disappointing . 
preservation of deteriorated 
lacquers , epoxy resins , etc . 
Kentucky was a pioneer in the development of latex overlays and 
first used latex mortar ( 19 69-73)  for deck rehabilitation . In 1 9 7 3 ,  the 
Transportation Cabinet switched to a concrete formula from the mortar­
type mixture. The Transportation Cabinet also experimented with 
membrane overlays at the request of the Federal Highway Administration 
on nine bridges during the mid-1970's . Low-slump concrete became 
feasible and competitive , but was required to be placed at a slightly 
greater thickness than latex concrete due to its lower chloride 
impermeability. In the mid 1960 ' s ,  Kentucky specifications required use 
of Class AA concrete and in the early 1 9 7 0's increased concrete cover 
over the top mat of reinforcing steel . Benefits of those requirements 
were not widely recognized because epoxy-coated rebars were promoted by 
the Federal Highway Administration shortly thereafte r .  Milling machines 
and overlay pavers improved deck overlaying practices . 
An attendant finding of this study , made during the survey of rigid 
concrete overlays , is the existence of specific deck crack patterns for 
each style of bridge and deck system. Those cracks are due to 
temperature and deck flexure effects . Natural deck cracks are caused by 
differences in thermal expansion between reinforcing steel and concrete. 
Load-induced cracks are specific and are recognized as working cracks. 
Some bridge types ( e . g . , continuous steel I-beam type) appear to be more 
prone to deck cracking than other types ( e . g . , prestressed concrete I­
beam type ) . That appears to be related to the stiffnes s of the 
superstructure and deck. On heavily traveled road s ,  load-induced 
cracking may be severe.  The effect of cracking on deck durability has 
not been determined. 
Deck texturing by tining has been associated with a number of 
problems including irregular grooving , rough decks , over lay pull 
cracking , and aggregate pull out s .  One viable alt ernative for tining i s  
t o  s aw grooves into the completed deck o r  overlay. 
Massive overlay debonding failures have occurred infrequently. 
Partial debonding is common. Often, that is associated with failure of 
the underlying deck. 
Inspection of the membrane-t reated bridges revealed eight of the 
nine bridges were in good condition. 
bli sters and seam cracks did not 
Visible surface distress including 
appear to have affected their 
performance .  Resistivity tests on two of those bridges indicated the 
membranes were gradually deteriorating . 
Twenty-eight of the 38 Dow latex overlays were rated excellent , 5 
were rated good , and 5 were judged poo r .  The poor overlays had 
delaminations and spalling. Most of the 49 Reichhold latex overlays 
were placed several years later than the Dow overlay s .  Forty-one 
Reichhold overlays were placed on in-service bridges. Twenty-eight of 
those were rated excellent , 1 5  were judged to be good , and 5 were rated 
fair to poo r .  Lower ratings for the Reichhold overlays are attributed 
to extensive use on decks that were more deteriorated than those on 
which Dow overlays were used . The 23 experimental low-slump overlays 
generally performed as well as the latex overlay s .  Nine of those were 
rated excellent and 14 were rated good. 
crack as extensively as latex overlays .  
Low-slump overlays did not 
Thirty-s ix of the 46  existing integral abutment bridges in the state 
were inspected . Three of those bridges were of reinforced-concrete 
deck-girder type const ructed in the 1970's , Four integral abutment 
bridges constructed in the mid to late 1970's used precas t ,  prestressed 
I-beams. Of the 39 existing integral abutment bridges constructed in 
the 1 9 8 0's , 33  used precast , prestressed I-beam girders;  f ive used 
preca s t ,  prestressed box-beam girders; and one used steel I-beams . 
Bridge inspections and subsequent review of Division of Maintenance 
S t ructure Inventory and Appraisal Reports indicated that nearly all of 
the s tructures were in good to very good condition. The bridge decks 
contained very few cracks.  The only problem detected was relative 
settlement of the abutments ( and possibly piers ) on one bridge that 
caused some deck cracking . 
New deck concrete additives (micro-s ilica , super water reducers , and 
calcium nitrite) have been investigated and show promise for producing 
s tronger and more durable concrete than the Class AA concrete presently 
used in bridge decks . Micro-silica additives enhance strength, wear 
resistanc e ,  and relative impermeability to chlorides . Super water 
reducers allow low water-cement ratios in concrete ,  which yields 
improved freeze-thaw resistance . Calcium nitrite is a corrosion 
inhibitor and may be used as an alternate to epoxy-coated reinforcing 
steel . Three trial bridge decks have been placed using those material s .  
Overlays have been a major success. About 2 , 000 overlays have been 
placed on decks that of ten contain badly deteriorated concrete.  Less 
than ten premature overlay failures have been experienced. Overlays 
have ext ended the service lives of all of those deck s ,  and that has 
resulted in a signif icant maintenance savings for the Transportation 
Cabine t .  
The virtual absence o f  problems with integral abutment bridges 
warrants their continued use. 
Further development and investigations appear desirable related to 
bridge-deck cracking problems , deck texturing, and new concrete 
additives for decks and overlays . 
INTRODUCTION 
This report provides a brief review of bridge-deck and overlay 
advances , survey reports on overlays and integral abutment bridge s ,  and 
analyses of bridge-deck cracking in Kentucky. A recent report presented 
the first preliminary analysis of bridge-deck crack patterns ( 1 ) . 
Over the years, the performance and durability of concrete bridge 
decks have been major concerns . The early performance of interstate 
concrete bridge decks proved disappointing and prompted changes . 
Earlier deck concrete was of ten too porou s .  In some cases,  reinforcing 
steel was close to the surface ( insufficient cover) ,  prompting corrosion 
and concrete spalling . As a result of tho s e  and other problems , bridge­
deck scaling was common. Increased use of deicing salts from the 1960' s 
onward exacerbated the rate of deck deterioration. Beginning in the 
196 0 ' s ,  a series of progressive technological improvements in concrete 
deck design , construction, material s ,  and maintenance were instituted 
(Table 1 ) .  Those changes were intended to increase the quality and 
endurance of bridge decks . While they addressed various factors related 
to deck durability and maintenance ,  those changes all had a positive 
effect in improving deck performance . Unfortunately , the fact that they 
were not instituted uniformly ( due to the different ages of the 
Transportation Cabinet family of bridges) has made it difficult to 
properly quantify increases in deck quality and durability gained 
through individual changes. 
DECK CONSTRUCTION 
Before the use of full-width finishing machines , wooden templates on 
pipe rails were set to grade and the concrete was screeded manually by 
sawing a 2 by 6 board acros s the tops of the grade boards . Then , the 
template boards were removed and the concrete was floated to the final 
grade . Filling of voids remaining after removal of the boards (and 
pipes) was rarely adequate to prevent deterioration of the concrete .  
Bridge-deck finishing machines were required for all new Kentucky 
bridges constructed after 1962 .  At one time , it was felt that use of a 
rotary steel-disk impacting finisher such as the Kelly compactor might 
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TABLE 1 .  CHRONOLOGY OF BRIDGE-DECK IMPROVEMENTS 
=================================================================== 
YEAR 
19 56 
1962 
19 62 
1964 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
19 69 
19 7 5  
IMPROVEMENT 
Specified air-entrainment for deck concrete 
Specified full-width finishing machines 
Specified linseed oil protective coating 
Specified membrane curing 
Increased concrete cover over reinforcement to 2 inches 
Specified template clearance check for finishing machines 
Specified Class AA concrete ( 6 . 6  sack s of cement , maximum of 
5 gallons of water per sack) 
Specified tie-down of reinforcing steel ( 8-foot centers) 
Dense concrete overlay , Clark Memorial Brid g e ,  Louisville 
Specified temperature limitations for hot-weather concreting ; 
nighttime concreting permit t ed 
Specified the use of epoxy-coated reinforcing bars in the 
upper mat 
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provide better concrete consolidation and that , coupled with the swirl 
finish provided by the compactor's disk, would improve the concrete 
deck. The Kelly compactor was employed on only one bridge in 1968 and 
five in 1 9 7 2 .  Thirteen bridges on I 6 4  contained experimental features,  
including use of the Kelly compactor on two bridges constructed in 197 2 .  
Thos e  and other experimental features have been reported previously ( 2 ) . 
The last inspections conducted on those bridges revealed that several of 
those bridges had varying amounts of deck cracks;  but there were no 
indications of severe premature deck deterioration ( i . e. , spalling) . 
Bidwell developed the first full-width concrete finishing machine. 
It possessed a relatively light truss with an underslung , sawing screed 
float. Later, vibrators were added to the floa t .  The Gomaco Company 
subsequently developed a pavement finishing machine with a spinning 
roller and auger (Figures l and 2 ) .  It was used for new decks and latex 
overlays . Later ,  the Bidwell Model OF-400 Overlay Finisher was 
developed to handle low-slump concrete (Figure 3 ) .  It was capable of 
single- or double-lane overlayments .  
DECK MAINTENANCE 
Until the late 1950' s ,  mos t  maj o r  deck repairs consisted of f illing 
potholes and depressions and resurfacing with asphaltic concrete. While 
that method provided a temporary patch, it also retained contaminants 
and moisture that attacked the underlying deck. The resulting 
deterioration progressed unseen. Perhaps some protection was achieved , 
but accelerated damage was suspected. During that time ,  underlayments 
of asphalt roofing were proposed .  
slippage deterred their use. 
However, concerns about bleeding and 
Conventional deck overlayment 
(blacktopping) was usually done in conjunction with roadway resurfacing . 
Sometimes second and third-generation asphalt overlayments were placed 
over bridge decks (usually after removing the previous asphalt 
overlayment). Even though that work was widespread, there was a strong 
reluctance to blacken bridge decks since it caused poor nighttime 
vis ibili ty. 
Initially , new and exi sting bridges were treated with linseed oil , 
various varnishes ,  and penetrants to protect them from water and salt 
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Figure 1 .  
Figure 2 .  
Spinning Drum Paving Machine (Bidwell) C ommonly U s ed to 
Place New Bridge Decks and Latex Overlay s .  
Spinning Drum and Auge r  o n  Paving Machine Shown in 
Figure l. 
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(Figure 4 ) .  Often, solvents in those formulations evaporated and 
sufficient sealant thicknesses or penetrations were not achieved . Epoxy 
resin was investigated in the early 1970' s .  One of i t s  primary appeals 
was that it consisted of two stable liquids that could be blended in the 
field . Subsequently , the compound hardened to great strength without 
signif icant loss of volume . Thu s ,  concrete could be penetrated ,  sealed , 
and possibly strengthened . Unfortunately, the epoxy tended to separate 
from the concrete as it hardened . Due to that phenomenon, the epoxy-
sand seal coats attempted on bridge decks debonded . The debonding 
mechanism was not widely understood at that t ime and no suitable 
remedi es were formulated . 
Concurrently , Kentucky proceeded with latex mortar and eventually 
with latex concrete overlays ( 3 ) .  For a short period in the mid-1970' s ,  
a t  the behest of the Federal Highway Administration, the Transportation 
Cabinet experimented with membrane overlays.  The 1-24 bridge over the 
Ohio River at Paducah was the firs t major membrane bridge constructed by 
the Transportation Cabinet . Subsequently , membranes were employed on 
eight other bridge s .  A third overlay option is dense (low-slump) 
concrete.  An early version of this material was placed on the Clark 
Memorial Bridge in Louisville ( 1 9 68 ) .  It had a reduced slump ( 1  to 2 
inches )  and used 6 .  6 bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete .  The 
concrete was compacted with a Kelly rotary compactor. That deck has 
performed wel l .  The need for an alternate overlay was necessitated by 
the high price of latex concrete in the mid-1970's . FHWA approved low­
slump overlays but required a 1/ 2-inch thicker overlay than latex 
concrete due to its higher chloride permeabili ty . In the interim, 
paving machines were improved, milling machines evolved , and deck 
restoration work became more routine and reliable . 
Membrane overlays lapsed from use after a short perio d .  However , 
the system was used for the KY-676 segmental bridge over the Kentucky 
River at Frankfort in 197 9 .  Unfortunately , the membrane slipped in the 
westbound lane where traffic was required to brake before stopping at an 
intersection at the lower end of the bridge. The westbound bridge 
membrane was subsequently removed and replaced with a concrete overlay . 
The eas tbound bridge membrane has been recently replaced. 
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F igure 3 .  
Figure 4 .  
Vibrating Screed Paving Machine (Bidwell) Commonly Used 
to Place Low-S lump Overlays. 
Sealing of the I-24 Bridge over the Cumberland River with 
a Concrete Curing Compound ( 1980 ) .  
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MEMBRANE OVERLAYS 
Initially , i t  was thought that a well primed concrete deck surface 
overlaid with a dense sand-asphalt course 1 / 2  to 3 / 4  inch thick would 
provide protection to deck concret e ,  that it would enable easy leveling 
and patching , and that it could be overlaid or removed and renewed . Two 
trials ,  at the Ashland-Coal Grove Bridge and at the Clark Memorial 
Bridge in Louisville, proved disappointing . 
Roofing-type overlays were first observed in other states .  Those 
included the U . S .  Steel system in Illinois ,  the Johns-Mannville system 
in Indiana , and the Royston system in Tennessee . 
As previously noted , the first membrane used by the Transportation 
Cabinet was placed on the I-24 bridge over the Ohio River bridge near 
Paducah . The membrane was applied in June 1974  at a cos t of $9 . 50 per 
square yar d .  The membrane was a slurry type consisting of l )  a concrete 
primer ,  2 )  a layer of coal-tar emulsion slurry , 3) a coal-tar emulsion, 
4)  a layer of coal-tar emulsion and glass fabric , 5 )  a third layer of 
coal-tar emulsion and glass fabric, 6) a second layer of coal-tar 
emulsion slurry ,  7 )  a 1/ 2-inch thick layer of rubberized sand asphalt , 
and 8 )  a l-inch thick layer of bituminous concrete.  The membrane was 
const ructed to an Illinois Department of Transportation specification, 
since the bridge was owned jointly with the State of Illinois.  That 
overlay was known as the "Illinois system" . 
During construction of that membrane , widespread bli stering was 
detecte d .  The blisters were subsequently punctured and rolled to reseal 
the affected areas. 
The Transportation Cabinet prepared specifications for both liquid­
applied and sheet-type membranes using simpler designs than employed by 
Illinois .  The liquid-applied membrane specifications allowed the use of 
either Super Seal 4000 or NEA 4000. Only the Super Seal product was 
employed in Kentucky (Figure 5 ) .  Liquid membranes also were required to 
have a protect ive cover of asphalt roofing paper covered by 2 inches of 
a Class I ,  Type A modified surface asphaltic concrete mixture. 
Sheet-type membranes permitted by the specifications were 1) W. R. 
Grace H eavy Duty Bi tuthene, 2) Royston B ridge Membrane No . 1 0 ,  and 3) 
Protects Wrap M-400 . Only w. R.  Grace and Royston products were 
T 
F igure 5 .  
Figure 6 .  
Placing a Liquid-Applied Membrane ( Superior Products 
Super Seal 400 0 )  on the KY-676 East-West Connector over 
the Kentucky River ( 19 7 9 ) .  
Placing a Sheet-Type Membrane (W . R .  Grace & C o .  Heavy-Duty 
Bituthene) on the E lizabethtown Bypass over the Western 
Kentucky Parkway ( 197 4 ) . 
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employed in Kentucky (Figure 6 ) .  The sheet-type membranes were covered 
with 1-1 / 2  inches of a Class I ,  Type A modified surface asphalt mixture.  
Additionally, an unspecified membrane was placed by state forces on 
the US-460 bridge over Forks of E lkhorn in 1 9 7  4 .  That consisted of a 
coal-tar slurry covered with a sand seal . The membrane was traffic 
compacted overnight and given a Class I asphalt ic concrete riding 
surface. 
Several membranes experienced blistering problems (most notably the 
I-24 bridge over US 62 in Marshall County) . As with the I-24 bridge 
over the Ohio River , those were repaired by puncturing the blisters and 
resealing them (Figure 7 ) .  The Division of Maintenance also experienced 
problems in acquiring the small quantities of Class I asphaltic concrete 
required for most bridge s .  Those problems coupled with the success of 
rigid concrete overlays led to disuse of membranes by the Transportation 
Cabinet ( except for the KY-676 bridges ) .  
LATEX MORTAR AND LATEX CONCRETE OVERLAYS 
A latex (Dow) mortar overlay was first used on the KY-90 bridge over 
Lake Cumberland at Burnside , Kentucky. Latex-mortar overlays were 
subs equently applied by state forces on a number of eastern Kentucky 
bridges beginning with the KY-114 bridge over Levisa Fork of the Big 
Sandy and the C&O Railroad at Prestonsburg in 1968.  Mortar mixes 
experienced shrinking and cracking problems. Latex-concrete mixes were 
adopted by the Transportation Cabinet in 1973 and were accepted by FHWA 
in 1 9 7 4 .  A greater thickness of concrete overlay could be used for less 
c ost when compared to the mortar . 
Dow latex concrete first qualified under FHWA guidelines for rigid 
overlays. Reichhold Chemical Company eventually became a competitor to 
Dow , and their product was first used on several I-2 7 5  bridges eastward 
from I 7 5 .  Some pull cracks were experienced early during construction 
of those bridges . 
By 1 9 7 8 ,  the Federal Highway Administration had evaluated and 
approved a number of latex modifiers including 1 )  Dow Modifier A 
( SM-1 00 ) , 2 )  Reichhold Thermoflex 8002 , 3 )  Avco Dylex 1 18 6 ,  and 4 )  
General Polymers Deco Rez 47 7 6 .  The experimental bridges investigated 
9 
Figure 7 .  Resealed Blisters on the Membrane of the I-24 Eastbound 
Bridge over US 6 2  ( 1980 ) .  
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under this study employed the Dow and Reichhold latex overlays.  Some 
new bridges had 1-1/2 inches of latex . All maintenance projects funded 
with 100 percent state funds were only 1 inch thick (and included 
Bridges 32-3 4 ,  38-43 , and 48-95 ) .  Latex overlays on federally funded 
projects in 197 4 ,  197 5 ,  and 1976 were 1-1/4 inches thick. That was 
increased to 1-1/2 inches in 1 9 7 6 .  
Cost figures were obtained for 25 experimental latex overlays placed 
on new bridge decks between 1974 and 1977 . Deck areas varied from 826 
to 2 5 , 108 square yards. Overlay costs (based on construction es timates) 
varied from $20 . 7 6  to  $ 3 0 . 9 2  per square yard. Those cost figures did 
not show a relation between overlay cost and deck size.  Costs also were 
obtained for nine experimental latex overlays used to rehabilitate aging 
bridge decks in 197 7 .  Those bridges varied in- deck area from 381 to 
2 , 1 20 square yards . Unit costs for those projects ranged from $41 . 7 6  to 
$47 . 10 .  
LOW-SLUMP OVERLAYS 
The first use of a low-slump ( 1  to 2 inches) overlay in Kentucky was 
on the main spans of the Clark Memorial Bridge at Louisville in 1968 . 
Disintegrated concrete was chippe d ,  some full-depth patching was 
performed , and the overlay was spread with a Bidwell ,  t russ-mounted 
reciprocating screed . The concrete was consolidated with a Kelly 
c ompactor ( 4 ) .  That overlay performed well , but recommendations for its 
adoption as standard practice were withheld . It should be noted that 
the low-slump concrete employed on Clarke Memorial Bridge was not 
similar to that currently specified . CMI's Bidwell , Model DF-400, 
Overlay Finisher was subsequently developed to place dense concret e .  It 
became known as the ""Kentucky machine . "" It also supplanted the need for 
the Kelly compactor.  While awaiting more than a half-life cycle 
performance history on the Clark Memo rial Bridge , Iowa's performance 
reports on similar projects added impetus to its adoption. The Division 
of Materials actively promoted low-slump overlays as a means of 
circumventing the extremely high cost of latex concrete at that time. 
Eventually , dense concrete became an alternate to latex concret e .  A 
drastic reduction in the cost of latex concrete resulted once an 
11 
alternate was provided . Latex-concrete and low-slump concrete overlays 
were of equal thicknes s on decks placed in 1975 and 1976 . Thereafter , 
an additional thickness of 1/2 inch was required for low-slump concrete 
because of its greater permeability to chlorides. To dat e ,  the pre-1977 
and post-1976 low-slump concrete decks have both performed well .  The 
effect of the additional 1/2 inch of thickness of overlay has not yet 
produced substantial differences in perfo rmance. Present Kentucky 
specifications require slumps of l-l/2 , l-3/4 , o r  2 inches, depending on 
circumstances . 
Cost figures were obtained for three low-slump overlays placed on 
new US 1 19 bridge decks in 1977. Deck areas for those bridges ranged 
from 1 , 203 to 1 , 584 square yards . Overlay unit costs ( from construction 
estimate s )  ranged from $24 . 18 to $24 .92 per square yard. 
MATERIAL IMPROVEMENTS 
A succession of experimental and other notable deck concrete 
projects was initiated . Clas s AA concrete , initially specified in 196 6 ,  
was a reduced water-cement ratio concrete that was more durable than 
earlier deck concretes. Further efforts were aimed at improving the 
durabili ty of concret e .  Att empts were made to produce low-void concrete 
that would be immune (or more resistant) to freezing and thawing. One 
research s tudy in the 1970's investigated the substitution of latexes 
and o il-water emulsions for no rmal mixing water. An emulsified epoxy­
resin was field tested unsucessfully. Howeve r ,  several laboratory 
concrete mixes showed improvement over conventional deck concretes.  All 
of that work was eventually surpassed by experimental laboratory 
concretes containing super water-reducers.  Unfortunately , only nominal 
laboratory work was fully accepted into practice . The Transportation 
Cabinet also gave attention to problems with expansive limestone 
aggrega tes and shales in concrete pavements .  Criteria and 
specifications were upgraded for their exclusion. Mechanisms of 
freezing and thawing were analyzed , and theories were evolved relating 
concrete properties and material performance during the period from 
1970-198 0 .  
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U s e  of epoxy-coated reinforcing bars in conjunction with 2-1/2 to 3 
inches of Clas s AA concrete cover has been the basis for the 
Transportation Cabinet' s  efforts to construct durable bridge decks since 
197 6 .  
BRIDGE DECK CRACKING AND OVERLAY PROBLEMS 
Characteristic cracking of haunched reinforced concrete deck girder 
(RCDG) bridges was first o bserved in Kentucky by Robert M. Gillim and 
f irst reported in 1963 ( 5 ) . Actually , the very first occurrences date 
from the US-3 1E Buechel Bypass in Jefferson County in 1955 and KY 8 in 
Bracken County in 1957 . This crack pattern is consistent from bridge to 
bridge, but the spacing varies along the length of the bridge. 
Constraints provided by massive girders and bulkheads influence the 
crack spacing. Otherwise,  it would be more regular and uniform. Some 
crack s ,  especially at mid-spans and in negative moment areas over piers , 
are flexural (working cracks ) ;  others are natural ( caused by peaking 
temperatures ) .  
Fortunately , cracks in bridge decks that are due to structural 
causes are syst ematic and, therefore ,  may be analyzed. Recognition and 
comprehension of deck crack patterns and attendant causes are important. 
For exampl e ,  it is necessary to distinguish between those cracks in the 
deck and those in overlays due to shrinkage . The performances of 
overlays should not be correlated with natural or flexural cracks in 
decks (Op.  Cit .  1 ) .  Late in this study , it became possible to isolate 
perfo rmance factors to a s ignificant degree. 
An era of large-scale road-building in Kentucky began in 1 9 2 4 .  Many 
large bridges of that era were steel through-trusses and s imple-span 
formed-in-place reinforced concrete bridges with concrete handrails . 
After World War II , riveted and eventually welded steel plate girders 
(continuous,  some haunched at the piers) and reinforced concrete deck­
girder (continuou s ,  haunched) bridges were used for three- or four-span 
bridges . 
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Steel I-beam bridges have been widely used since the 1940' s ,  A more 
recent significant development has been the application of precas t ,  
prestressed concrete I-beams i n  s imple o r  multispan bridge s .  Those and 
some steel-beam bridges ( constructed during the last 20 years) were 
continuous over the piers ( though the prestressed concrete I-beams were 
only continuous for live loads) and some were integral with the 
abutments (no joint s ) .  Prestressed bridges of all types have shown 
minimal deck cracking . Cracking on bridges employing prestressed I­
beams usually has been longitudina l ,  occurring at the ends and at the 
middle or edges of deck panels . 
The role of shear connectors ( s tuds ) in influencing cracking and 
crack patterns in steel girder bridges has not been determined . 
The role of additional reinforcing steel in a deck was tested on one 
bridge , and the extra steel increased the number of cracks ( i . e . , 
shortened the interval between them) . This is compatible with the 
t emperature-induced cracking theory . 
Concrete bridge-deck cracking has been deduced to be due to two 
effects: one thermal and the other structural . 
TEMPERATURE CRACKING 
Reinforced concrete containing at least 0 . 6  percent steel cracks on 
an interval of about 30 inches ( 5-10 ) .  Those cracks may not be readily 
vi sible. In bridge decks , some may become working cracks and appear 
prominently. Temperature cracks in bridge decks are often observed to 
merge with regularly occurring temperature cracks located in the plinth. 
Usually, those cracks completely penetrate the bridge deck. If left 
uncovered , efflorescence eventually appears on the bottom of the deck. 
That is due to seepage of water through the cracks and deposition of 
lime along the underlying crack face after drying (Figure 8) , 
Temperature cracks in bridge decks are induced by steel 
reinforcement expanding at a greater rate than the concrete when the 
t emperature rises.  Such cracks are present in all reinforced concrete 
( except the prestressed type ) . They are natural and unavoidable . If 
the cracks are located at points of flexur e ,  they may become working 
cracks and widen. Thos e  will exhibit mo re efflorescence at the bot tom 
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of the deck than other temperature cracks. Cyclic loading will 
eventually cause all cracks to widen somewhat .  
Internal cracking due to thermal effects was not recognized or 
explained until it was observed in continuously reinforced concrete 
pavements ( 9 ,  10) . The more unique crack pattern typical of RCDG 
bridges ( especially those with haunched girders) was observed later . 
Cracking due to flexure and contraflexure is recognizable , but cracking 
due to above-normal t emperatures is complex. The pattern is consistent 
from bridge to bridge , but spacings vary slightly . There tend to be 
very f ew longitudinal cracks in the panels of RCDG bridges compared to 
the great number of transverse cracks.  
Reference is  made to the term " slip modulus" as treated by Shrader 
( 8 ) ; but ,  quite simply , the normal interval between cracks is about 
twice the length at which total bond strength at the surface of the 
steel exceeds the total tensile strength of the concrete. Those 
conditions are the reverse of the bond strength test by "pull out" as 
given by ASTM C 2 3 4 .  Of course,  there is a rule-of-thumb that gives the 
necessary length of embedment of rebar steel in concrete as 30 
diameters . 
A likely explanation of early cracking over reinforcing s teel is 
depicted in Figure 9 .  During placement , the fresh concrete subsides 
between and around the steel but is perched over the bars and is not 
perfectly settled . Bleed water may eventually exit upward around the 
bars or remain there long enough to create a void. As -the concreting 
advance s ,  the additional load may cause the steel in the concrete behind 
to rise and induce cracks.  The cracks may result from workmen walking 
on and flexing steel adjacent to previously placed concrete .  
Transverse cracks always may be observed in continuous deck-girder 
bridges .  A higher incidence of those cracks occurs on the upper surface 
in negative moment areas. They have been observed on structures not 
opened to traffic. A seeming anomaly in crack frequency is observed in 
continuously reinforced concrete pavements;  those having high 
percentages of steel also have more closely spaced cracks. Howeve r ,  
crack widths decrease with increase i n  percent steel . Differences in 
the thermal coefficients of linear expansion of steel and concrete are 
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Figure 8 .  
Figure 9 .  
Example of C racking in Deck on Steel Gi rders; Note 
Efflorescence Stain (I 2 4 ,  Cumberland River) 
(June 1981 ) .  
--VERTICAL CRACKS--.... J[ 71t 71l 
I 
Possible C ause of Early C racking in Steel Reinforced 
Concrete .  
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of ten neglected in structural designs . However ,  computed stresses 
become critical over a lQQOF change. There appears to be a striking 
similarity between crack intervals in continuously reinforced pavements 
and certain decks.  A hypothesized mathematical expression follows . 
Respecting continuity of strain and letting e denote strain, 
and 
des = dec• 
Allowing free expansion and contraction ( no external forces ) ,  
(des/dt )dt - l::.er- s/Es = (dec/dt )  dt + !::..,.- cs'c , 
in which 
des/dt = cs coefficient of thermal expansion of steel 
( 6 . 5  X 10-6 /°F) , 
dec/dt = Cc = coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete 
( 5 . 5  X 10-6 /°F ) ,  
E = s modulus of elasticity of steel 
= 30 X 
E = c modulus of elasticity of concrete 
= 5 
[:,.,.. sfEs and A..- c/Ec counter strains 
stresses Ts and Tc , 
!::..,.- s = Ao- c/As ( for balancing forces) , and 
As = decimal equivalent of percent steel . 
Substituting and s implifying , 
( Cs - Cc) ( t2 - t1 ) = ( 6As Aer- c + Ar:r c )/AsEs 
and 
J:.r:rc = 
Therefore , 
6erc = 
and 
t:,..,..c 
1 06 p s i , 
X 106 psi , 
arising from resisting 
!::.ere i s  the stress rise in the concrete per unit length. The stress 
rise in the steel is l:.er s . Therefore , 
6a- cl AL = de- c/dL 3 0 ( tz - t1 )As/ ( 6As + 1 ) . 
Upon integrating , 
6er c = 3 0 ( tz - t1 )AsL/ (6As + 1)  +C.  
When L = 0,  C = 0. Thus,  
.,.. = c 3 0 ( tz - t1 ) AsL/ ( 6As + 1)  
lT 
and 
,... = c 
When ...- c (max) = 600 psi and ( tz - t1 ) 
L = 0 . 2  ( 6As + 1 ) /As· 
When ,... s (max) = 90 , 000 psi and ( tz - t 1 ) 
L = 30 ( 6As + l) • 
(l) 
( 2 )  
The derivation presented is verified i n  the equation for bond 
s trength. Although bond strength is rational in a conservative sense, 
it has some emperical foundation. Simply stated , 
,... s (max) = W:.0L/ As ( 3 )  
in which u = bond strength (psi ) ,  
:Eo = perimeter of steel bar ( in . ) ,  
L = length of embedment ( i n . ) ,  and 
As = area of steel bar ( in.
2 ) .  
From the foregoing, it may be noted that this particular type of 
cracking is induced by a rising temperature rather than a falling 
t emperature. In all these equations , L may be assumed to represent the 
distance over which stress or virtual strain increases from zero to a 
critical value. Therein, L represents the half-length between crack s ;  
therefor e ,  2 L  would represent the average cracking interva l .  Equation l 
applies in situations where maximum tensile strength of the concrete is 
the controlling facto r ,  and Equation 2 would apply when the maximum 
steel stress contro ls.  Others have derived somewhat similar 
relationships in terms of a " slip modulus" . The "slip modulus" is the 
ratio of bond s tress to differential s trains in the steel and concrete . 
Steel I-beam continuous multispan bridges are somewhat similar to 
prestressed concrete I-beam bridges that are continuous (with or without 
integral abutments) . But ,  decks of steel bridges crack transversely on 
a regular spacing. Shear studs on top of the beams may possibly 
adversely effect deck crack spacing. Only the restraints of 
prestressing ( in the prestressed I-beam bridge s )  appear to be capable of 
preventing temperature cracking. This suggests that allowance for sli p ,  
together with provisions for post-tensioning tendons ( longitudinal) in 
the deck slabs , might prevent temperature cracking but would not 
(necessarily) prevent flexural cracking . 
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FLEXURAL CRACKING 
F lexure and contraflexure will induce cracking in bridge decks. 
Flexure cracks are due to bending or deflection along the axi s of the 
bridge (Figure 1 0 ) . Those cracks are generally perpendicular to the 
axi s of bending . A bridge having skewed abutments and piers will 
oftentimes develop skewed transverse cracks . While maximum bending 
moment i s  presumed to be at the midpoint of simple spans , contraflexure 
occurs closer to the pier in continuous bridges . Cracks tend to occur 
at those points on continuous bridges . 
By superimposing or combining t emperature cracks with flexural 
cracks , it is possible to define fairly well the natural crack patterns 
that will be detected upon inspection of mature bridges (Figures 11  and 
1 2 ) . 
Of  special interest in this regard are the experimental bridges on 
US 119  between Harlan and Cumberland . Seventeen bridges were 
constructed prior to completion of the roadway. Prior to their initial 
service , FHWA policy required they be overlayed. Dense concretes and 
lat ex concretes were placed on those bridges before the roadway was 
opened to traffic (Figures 13 and 1 4 ) .  That series of bridges were made 
experimental . Comparisons were intended between latex concrete and 
dense concrete.  The bridge on US 421 at its junction with US 119  was 
added to the set , making 18 experimental bridge s .  
The earliest research inspections and repor;ts prior to or at the 
onset of service indicated no serious problems with the decks . In a 
recent inspectio n ,  many deck cracks were visible ( 1 1 ) .  It was possible 
to associate upper deck surface cracking with underside cracking in a 
manner developed during the study of mainline bridges on I 64 between 
Morehead and the West Virginia line (Op.  Cit . 1 ) .  Cracks ( patterns of 
cracks) were then associated with styles of bridges and termed natural 
cracks (due to flexure and to temperature expansion). When natural 
( s t ructural) cracks and those obviously attributable to workmanship were 
sorted and excluded from overlay performance , the defects remaining and 
attributable directly to overlay failures on the US-119 bridges became 
minimal .. 
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F igure 1 0 .  US-119 Bridge a t  MP 3 1 . 1 2 2  Showing Transve rse 
Flexure Cracking. 
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Three- Span, Continuous, RC DG, Haunched 
""-.... ""-" 
Triple Simple- Sp an, RCDG 
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[..._,..,. """ 
PC IB, Continuous Wihtout Integral Abutment 
Figure 1 1 .  S tyles of Bridge s .  
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Rake or 
Straight Edge 
"Pull" Cracks in Lat ex-Concret e Overlays 
\ 1\lll//l\IJ!(J II 
1_\_1_1 l!_l_l_!_l_( -f I iTT T 
Temperature CrackinQ: Un i formly 30 i nc hes Aport; In 
All Rein forced Concrete 
Not Less Than 30 
Inches Apart; Not 
More Than 60 
Inches Apart. 
Some become workinQ cracks and show efflorescence at Bottom side 
of deck. 
Constralne d Deck 
Panel Cracking 
Frame t o-Panel 
Cra eking 
Off 
Sk ewed, C o ntin u ous, RCDG, Ha u nched 
---
_
L 
_
_ w-­
r\ 
Flexu ral 
At Joint 
-
-
-
D-Cracking at E nds and Joints 
Figure 1 2 .  Top side Deck Cracking Patterns . 
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Flexural 
Crac k s  
P unch Out 
Probably Caused 
By Delamination 
F i gure 13 . 
-,,., J;ljl\:,'�'"·"""�� 
�"""·- _.-;,, �.� 
Latex Concrete Overlay , US 1 19 over Poor Fork 
(MP 27 . 6 26 ) ( 11/17 /83) • 
. ' � ·� .. � � 
' 
:!:} �� ,�..::�  � """' 
Figure 14 . Low-S lump Concrete Overlay , U S  1 19 
(MP 18 . 2 14) ( 9 / 1 1 / 85 ) .  
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Pattern cracking caused by flexure or temperature changes may not 
lead to an appreciable decrease in the life of the bridge deck ( at least 
as observed to date) .  Cracking in the underlying deck will readily 
reflect through a thin rigid overlay. Additionally , some overlays 
( especially latex overlays)  will exhibit shrinkage cracking. Cracking 
that reflects through the overlay from the underlying deck is probably 
less threatening to the overlay durability than shrinkage cracking 
(unless the underlying deck has been subject to block cracking) . Many 
over lay s ,  especially the earliest latex overlay s ,  have been subject to 
shrinkage cracks. However ,  many of those have proven to be very durable 
despite the presence of many visible cracks . 
The occurrence of concrete deck cracking i s  more widespread than is 
commonly realized . In many cases ,  such cracking is overlooked because 
it has negligible effect on deck durability .  Some types of c racks that 
are closely spaced may lead to shattering of an overlay. That type of 
cracking is more typical of shrinkage cracking . 
Cracking in reinforced concrete bridge decks is c ommon. In terms of 
dehabilitation to the structural function, integrity , or durability , the 
effects of bridge cracking are inconsistent. A number of instances of 
significant concrete deck and overlay cracking have been encountered 
over the years (Table 2 ) .  
On routes frequented by heavy truck s ,  block cracking has been 
observed. This is very disabilitating and is a sign of rapid deek 
deterioration. An ove rlay on a bridge exhibiting that type of cracking 
is doomed to rapid failure. The only proper repair is to redeck the 
bridge , Stiffening the structure also may be neces sary. 
In a f ew of the decks on US 1 1 9 ,  it appeared that trucks were too 
heavy for the deck panels and that "punch-outs" (block cracks) had 
formed. Deck overlays had cracked in checkerboard style over areas 
typically 2 feet wide by about 6 feet long . Those failures will 
probably enlarge . Also , if the decks flex and sag mor e ,  those overlays 
will eventually delaminate , loosen , and shatter . In such cases , the 
performance of the overlays reflects the inadequacy of the bridge and 
deck in supporting the imposed service load s .  
representative o f  normal service performance& 
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Such failures are not 
TABLE 2. SOME SIGNIFICANT CASES OF CRACKING 
IN DECKS AND(OR) OVERLAYS 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
ROUTE AND LOCATION 
I 264-1( 43)3 , over K and IT RR ( 3) 
Camp Nelso n ,  US 27 
US-25 bridge ove r Ohio River 
I 27 5 over I 471 , and others 
I 24 over Tennessee River 
Cumberland River Brid ge , I 24 
Rive rside Expressway , I 6 4 ,  6th to 
18th Streets 
US 4 2 1  over I 7 5 ,  Georgetown 
I 2 7 5  over 3-mile Road, Westbound 
US 150 ,  Danville Bypass 
I 24 ove r  Muddy Fo rk ,  1978 
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BRIDGE-DECK TEXTURING PROBLEMS 
Bridge-deck texturing ( tining) may induce cracking in an overlay on 
a new deck. This was discuss ed in a 1978 interim report on latex 
overlays ( 1 2 ) . 
The 1936  Kentucky Specifications for concrete finishing required 
brooming ( t ransverse ) after belting. The 1956 Specifications required 
belting without brooming. The 1965 Specifications required a burlap 
drag finish after belting . Tining was instituted in 197 4 .  The 197 6 
Specifications required the burlap drag followed by grooving . 
Skid tests in the 1960's and 197 0's indicated the tendency for decks 
to wear and polish. Generally , skid resistance was slightly higher than 
critical; but in a few cases,  i t  was critical . A case in point was on I 
7 1  where two short ad joining bridges were identified through accident 
records as being high-accident locations. Both the bridges and the 
pavement were involve d .  The bridges had been treated with linseed oil. 
Those decks were retreated with loose sand for deslicking purpos e s .  
Several bridge decks were grooved in 1 9 7 4 .  Grooving operations on 
the I-24 bridges over the Tennessee River were monitored in 197 5 .  
Grooving o n  that bridge was rather inconsistent and generally was not 
sufficiently deep. Although the present Specification s tates , " • • •  the 
grooves shall be relatively smooth and uniform, shall be formed without 
tearing the surface or without bringing pieces of aggregate to the top 
of the surface • • • •  " However ,  it is generally acknowledged that 
t exturing is detrimental to deck surfaces ,  and i t  is difficult to obtain 
a good textured surface. 
Attempts to do deep texturing with coarse brooms ( I-275 bridge over 
the Ohio River near Lawrenceburg , Indiana -- a latex overlay placed in 
1 9 7 3 )  toge ther with tardiness of finishers resulted in pull cracks and 
some rejected work. Many of the original pull cracks remain in that 
deck. 
Many overlay cracks detected during the recent study of the I-64 
bridges were attributable to deep tining. Those cracks were probably 
due to tining when the overlay was in a plastic state, but beginning to 
set (Figure 1 5 ) .  Recommendations for the prevention o f  that type 
cracking have been provided (Op. Cit 1 ) .  However , tined grooves 
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Figure 1 5. 
Figure 16. 
Pull-in Cracks Created by Overlay Tining (US-25 Bridge 
over the Ohio River at Covington). 
Irregular Pavement Grooves in a Tined Bridge Deck 
(I 24 ove r KY 117 )(1980). 
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generally tend to be irregular (Figure 1 6 ) . Even when properly 
performed , tining may pull aggregates and roughen deck surfaces (Figure 
1 7 ) .  A recent report by the New Jersey Department of Transportation 
noted tining to be unsatisfactory and recommended that it be replaced 
with sawed grooves ( 1 3 ) . Grooves were sawed on the Manchester Avenue 
approach to the Jefferson Street Viaduct in Lexington (Figure 1 8 ) . 
OVERLAY DEBONDING 
Bond strength of overlays is not a specification requirement . There 
have been cases where good bond was not achieved. When detected , 
unbonded or delaminated materials have been removed and new overlays 
applied. Some replacements have been done at the contractors' expens e 
because defects appeared to be their fault.  Some notable cases are 
listed in Table 3 .  Some overlays have exhibited partial debonding 
(Figure 1 9 ) . Often, that problem i s  a sign of failure of the overlay to 
achieve proper bond with the deck; howeve r ,  other t imes it is due to the 
mechanical failure of the underlying deck. 
Controversies persist or recur r egarding bond strength and 
delaminations . 
r emain obscure. 
checkering and 
bridges .  
The roles o f  flexure and deck stiffness i n  delaminations 
Very heavy t rucks appear to have a role in producing 
debonding of overlay s ,  as observed on some US-119 
SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL OVERLAYS 
During the course of this study , 119  deck overlays were examined . 
That total included 9 membrane overlays (placed between 1973 and 1980) , 
38 Dow Modified A Latex overlays ( placed between 1 9 7 1  and 1978) , 48  
Reichhold Thermoflex Latex overlays ( placed between 1 9 7 6  and 197 8 ) ,  and 
24 low-slump overlays (placed between 1 9 7 5  and 1 9 7 9 ) . Many of those 
were placed on new bridges (including seven of the membrane bridges ) .  
Ages of the older bridges ranged up to 5 6  years at the time of 
overlayment. 
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5AJi /..tc kt?r: 
Fig]lre 1 7 .  Rough Deck Surface Texturing Caused by Tining (KY 2 1 1  
ove r KY 117 ) ( 1980 ) .  
Figure 1 8 .  Sawcut Grooves in Pavement (Manches t er Avenue Approach t o  
Jefferson Street Viaduct in Lexington ( 1987 ) .  
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F igure 19 . 
TABLE 3 .  CASES OF OVERLAY 
DEBONDING PROBLEMS 
======================================= 
ROUTE AND LOCATION 
Clays Ferry Bridge , Northbound , I 7 5  
US-150 Bridge over RR, Danville Bypass 
I 6 4 ,  Riverside Expressway , Louisvi lle , 
from near 9th Street to 18th Street 
,, 
.... . · _,. - ·-c 
_';,. .o· ....,.. 
�- --
·;---1'-
-. 
Part ially Debonded Dow Latex Overlay (KY 114 over 
Middle Creek)(l980) ,  
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MEMBRANE OVERLAYS 
Inspections of the nine membrane bridges revealed that eight were in 
good condition (Figure 2 0  and Tables 4 and 5 ) .  Three of those bridges 
used liquid-applied membranes , four used sheet membranes ,  and two used 
slurry membranes .  An experimental membrane applied to an existing 
bridge by state forces in 1980 (US 460 over Forks of Elkhorn) was judged 
to be in fair condition. The condition of that membrane may reflect the 
advanced deterioration of the bridge deck i tself due to its age and 
service. 
The main problems detected on membranes were bli stering and cracks 
along laps or seams in the membranes or roofing paper that had reflected 
through the thin asphalt wearing surfaces {Figures 7 and 2 1 ) .  Many of 
those problems appeared early in the bridges' service live s .  A year 
after placing the membranes on the I-24 twin bridges over US 6 2 ,  
District 1 personnel recommended that badly blistered membranes 
(Royston) be removed and replaced with concrete overlay s .  Research 
personnel suggested that the membrane blisters should be punctured and 
sealed . That recommendation was fo llowed and the subsequent performance 
of those membranes appears to have justified that course of action. As 
with the other membrane bridge s ,  no visible efflorescence can be 
detected on the undersides of the I-24 twin bridge s ,  indicating that 
large amounts of water have not penetrated through the membranes into 
the concrete deck s .  To date ,  surface blemishes have not severely 
affected performance of the membranes .  
Remaining service lives o f  the membrane overlays i s  unknown. When 
the seven liquid-applied and sheet membranes were placed , resistance 
tests were conducted by laying a grid of thin cooper wire directly on 
the deck ( and under the membrane). After the membrane overlays were 
completed , the decks were wetted and resistance readings were obtained 
on 10-foot by 1 0-foot intervals . Thos e  readings measured conductivity 
between the top of the wetted asphalt wearing surface and the underlying 
wire in the grid . In each case ,  infinite resistances were obtained , 
signifying the membranes were impermeable to water.  In 1985 , follow-up 
resistivity tests were conducted on liquid-applied membrane bridges on 
US 68 in Christian County ( over Muddy Fork Creek and Sinking Fork 
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Figure 2 0 .  Liquid-Appli ed Membrane Overlay (US 6 8  ove r Sinking 
Fork Creek) ( l980). 
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TAJli.E 4. � IECK SUM'.{I\RY SHEET: ASPHALT WATERPBOOFIN:; MEHBRANES 
BRIDGE DATE DATE - Sli'PLIER AID DATE OF aJNIJTION OF 
NJMBER LOCATION aJUNlY i.'1IIEPOSI aJt'SDJIJGrED CllEBU\Yllll 1Y1'E n<AilENAl£ IffiPllGITON(S) fi!RFME 
1 E-TCMl Bypass over WKP llardin 0.001 1974 1974 Sheet;Reinforcai Asphalt/Resin W. R.. Grace & Co. 9-01-80 Good 
Heavy Jl.lty Bitut:hene 9-01-83 Good 
2 E-Tcwn Bypass over US 62 and 
I.&N RR llardin 0.652 1974 1974 Sheet;Reinforced Asphalt/Resin w. R. Grace & Co. 8-19-80 Good 
Heavy Duty Bituthene 
3 US 23 over Tygarts Creek Greerup 26.47 1973 1975 Sheet; Reinforced Resin Royston Laboratorles,Inc. 9-11-80 Good 
Bridge -., No. 10 ll-01-83 Good 
w 
w 4 US 460 over Forks of Elkhom Ftadilln 2.3 1934 1974 Slurry covered with a Sand Slurry Seal of <lrlD 7-I.S-00 Good 
Seal & Class I &uface Slurry Seel 7-o!Hl4 Fair 
5 I 24 over Chio River McCracken 0.5 1974 1974 Coal Tar Fnulsion Slurry Illinois Spec. 6-13-80 Good 
with Glass Fiber 
6 KY 676 East-west Connector 
over Kentucky River Fradilln 1.5 1979 1979 IJ.quld - Roofing Paper Superior Products 8-21-00 Good 
Super Seal 4000 
7 I 24 over US 62 Marshall 26.5 1976 1977 Sheet: Reinforced Resin Royston Laboratories, Inc. 6-02-81 Good 
Bridge Men:brane No. 10 
8 US 68 over MJddy Foik. Clrristian 4.8 1976 1976 IJ.quld - Roofiq: Paper Superior Products 6-01-81 Good 
Super Seal 4000 
9 US 68 over Sidd.rs Fm:k Clrristian 3.6 1976 1976 IJ.quid - Roofirs Paper Superior Product:s 6-01-81 Good 
Super Seal 4000 
TAm£ 5. PRII:GE DECK CJ::M1ENrARY SHEET: ASPHALT WATERPRDOFIN:; ME21BRANES 
BRID:JE ]{). 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
I.OCATION 
E-Tcwn Bypass over W:G? 
E-To.m Bypass 011er US 62 
and L&N RR 
US 23 over �rts Creek 
US 460 over Fotks of Elkhorn 
I 24 over Ohio River 
KY 676 over Kentucky River 
I 24 over US 62 
US 68 over Muddy Folk 
US 68 over Sirkirg Fork. 
Few blisters arrl several cracks note:i over entire deck arrl along 
the plane where the nembrane overlapped. There was no lea.chirg 
tmder the deck where water leaked thrwgh. Joints need reJOrldng. 
Sane blisters, several cracks where the n:embrane was lapped, entire 
deck has cracks in all directions, joints need ra.K�rld.ng, no 
leaching. 
Several blisters mted in the oorth en1 of the deck, a fw !lOre 
noted alot{l; the gutter side of dedt in the northbam::l lane, cracks 
otserved over the entire deck, patches note:i in both lanes. 
Wearing well. 
Cracks were observed in the gJ.tter area where naribnm:'! paper was 
lapped, large c.radt over .:)lints, spalling arooni ,Pints, large 
blister noted in the middle of the deck. Wearing well. 
Few blisters were ol:served an:l. sealed, faN cracks. Wearing well. 
Westbo.mi lane had to be reDDvei an:::l. replaced with latex concrete, 
large cracks were ooted running abcut the full length of tt"e 
eastbouni lane, asphalt is plShiog, asphalt is bleeding in sane 
areas, qed< is cracking where IlEI!Ibrane was lappe::l., this is rot one 
of the better j:lbs, ID leaching. 
When uembrare. was place:i on tht:se decks, there were several air 
blisters ruted under the asphalt. The blisters were open:rl to 
allJ:M air to escape ani then sealed with S5-lh E!IUl.sion an:i aarrl. 
A feN cracks, joints med reNOrldtll;, m leac:hitll; un:ler deck. 
Wearing well. 
Cracki� over uenbrane. laps in the gutter area, cracki� over 
piers, few cracks in main area. Dedt perfo:o:ni� very well. Joints 
need r&ll:lrking. 
Cracki� aver uembrane laps in g.ttter area, grass grad� throogh 
than, cracking over piers, small a:oount of cracld� in main area. 
D=ck in goo:l condition. Jalnts neei reNorld.ng. 
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Figure 2 1. Cracking in Asphalt Wearing Surface Created by Laps in 
Underlying Roofing Paper (US 68 over Sinking Fork Creek) 
( 1981 ) .  
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Creek) . Both bridges had finite resistance readings , indicating some 
deterioration of those membranes (Figures 2 2  and 23 ) .  Since the 
membranes possessed significant resistance (in the range of 
approximately one million ohms ) ,  they are still probably satisfactory. 
However ,  they probably will not be ef fective more than 5 to 10 years 
longe r .  That would result in membrane service lives of approximately 15 
to 20 years . If those bridges could be overlayed again, they may 
provide 30 to 40 years of service without requiring re-decking . The 
US-460 bridge deck over the F orks of Elhorn should provide 5 to 10 years 
additional service. 
LATEX OVERLAYS 
Thirty-eight Dow Modified A ( SM-100) Latex overlays ( placed between 
1971  and 1978)  were considered experimental and were inspected . 
Seventeen of those were placed in 197 5 .  Twenty-eight overlays were 
placed on new or bridges not opened to traffic (prior to the use of 
epoxy-coated reinforcing steel ) .  The ten in-service bridges receiving 
those overlays were constructed between 1938-19 7 7 .  Twenty-eight of the 
experimental Dow latex overlays inspected were rated excellen t ,  five 
were rated good , and five were rated poor (Tables 6 and 7 ) .  The poor 
overlays exhibited widespread spalling and/or delaminations. Two of 
tho s e  overlays placed on the I-65 twin bridges over Nolin River in 
Hardin County in 197 4 were rated poor and overlayed again in 1984 . 
The 49 experimental Reichhold Thermoflex 8002 latex overlays were 
placed several years later ( between 1976 and 1979)  than the experimental 
Dow latex overlays .  The majority of those overlays ( 38) were placed in 
1977 .  Only five of the Thermoflex overlays were used on new or unopened 
bridge s .  The Thermoflex latex overlays were placed on bridges 
cons t ructed between 1922 to 197 8 .  
Twenty-nine of those bridges were rated excellent , fifteen were 
rated goo d ,  and five were rated fair or fair to poor (Tables 8 and 9 ) .  
Over a 6-year period , four of the overlays (on I 7 5  i n  Scott County) 
deteriorated from a rating of excellent ( the overlay being three years 
old at the time of first inspection) to fair to poor (at an age of 9 
years ) .  Those bridges required patching and showed signs of 
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I 24 aver US 41-A WB Christian 
I 24 over US 41-A EE Qlrlstian 
I 24 aver Sidtiq: Forlt WB Qrlstian 
I 24 over Sillld.ng Fork E8 Qlrlsti.an 
I 24 aver little River W5 Christian 
1 24 over Little River EB Qldstian 
I 24 aver KY 117 WB OJristian 
I 24 aver KY 117 m Qrlstian 
I 24 aver Ga.iiz RR WB Trigg 
I 24 aver Cadiz RR EB l'rii8 
I 24 over US 68 WB Trigg 
1 24 over us 68 EB Tri8& 
I ZJS EB over I 471 $ C'ampbel1 
I 275 WEI aver I 471 SB ani RaDp F C'allpbell 
I 175 EB over I 471 NB ani Ramp E �bell 
Rairp D ewer 1 275 EB ani RaDp E Canpbel.l 
Rm11p B aver I VS WB an::! P.amp F campbell 
IE 27 aver I 275 Ca:opbell 
KY 114 over Middle Creek Fl� 
KY 30 aver Northfod:. of Kentucky 
River Breathitt 
KY 211 over Salt Lick Creek Bath 
Bl.ghlatrl Ave OYer US 23 & COO RR Gree:up 
US 62 over 1 75 Sc.ott 
US 460 aver 1 75 Scott 
US 25 aver Ohio River ¥anton 
us 27 ow.r Kentucky River m Garrard/ 
85.6 
85.6 
70.5 
70.5 
78.9 
78.9 
n.7 
72.7 
66.5 
66.5 
65.3 
65.3 
(;{J.276 
74.985 
74.984 
74.818 
74.72JJ 
74.990 
17.8 
3.6 
14.7 
0.6 
'·' 
8.9 
13.6 
16.4 
Jessmd.oe Line 
1E 27 aver Kentucky River SB Gerrard/ 16.4 
Jessaml.oe Line 
I 65 over Nolin River NB Hardin 82..7 
I 65 over lblin River Sll Bardln F:J..7 
Bluegrass Pkwy over Chaplin River Was�on 42.1 
Bluegrass Pkwy over Oiaplin River Washl.n,gtcn 42.1 
Kema:iy B� ani In:iiana. Jeffemon 
Approadl over Cl:d.o River, I 65 til 
KemEdy Brid� an:!. In:liana. Jeffemoa 
.Apprmch over Chio River, I 65 SB 
US 119 aver Poor Foik of Harlan 
lllmberland River 
US 119 aver Poor Forlt of Harlan 
O:Jmberland River 
US 119 aver Poor Folk of Harlan 
Q.lllll:erland River 
US 119 aver Poor Forlt of Harlan 
Qlml::erland River 
13.7 
13.7 
21.795 
21.795 
27.626 
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1974 
1974 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1964 
1977 
1975 
1938 
1962 
1962 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1958 
1958 
1965 
1965 
1964 
1964 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1978 
1978 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1977 
1975 
1977 
1977 
1975 
1976 
1971 
1971 
1975 
1974 
1974 
1974/1984 
1974/1984 
1976 
1976 
1975 
1975 
1976 
1976 
1976 
1976 
6-01-81 
&-01-81 
6-02-81 
6-01-81 
6-Ql-81 
6-01-81 
6-01-81 
fr-01-81 
6-01-81 
B-25-80 
8-25-80 
8-07-80 
9-11-ID 
8-21-oo 
8-21-!ll 
10-22-80 
B-26-80 
B-26-80 
B-30-83 
B-30-83 
11-17-83 
11-17-83 
11-17-83 
11-17-83 
1'<><" 
lbor 
lbor 
BRIJX;E !{). La::ATION 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
I 24 over US 41-A � 
I 24 over US 41-A EB 
I 24 over Sidd� Folk WB 
1 24 aver Sirki� Forlt. EB 
I 24 over Little River WB 
I 24 over Uttle River EB 
I 24 over KY 117 WB 
I 24 over KY 117 EB 
I 24 over Cadiz Railroad WB 
1 24 over Cadiz Railroad EB 
I 24 over US 68 WB 
I 24 over US 68 EB 
1 24 over tb:idy Folk WB 
I 275 EB over I 471 SB 
I 275 WB over I 471 SB 
and Ramp F 
I 275 EB over I 471 NB 
and Ramp E 
Ramp D over I 275 EB 
Ramp B over I 275 WB 
and Ramp F 
tB 27 over I 275 
Rwgh texture, high spots in gutter area, pill cracks in dry 
concrete, ,:Pints need rewondt@• 
Rrugh texture, high Bplts 1n �tter area, p.l1l cracks in dry 
calCrete, joints need r&lOl'ldng. 
Water stan:li� in gltter, large soil (qX!Ut in mtddle of deck, 
latet slOO.f€ on deck surface, joints need reworldrg, deck is in 
exoellent condition. 
Water stan:lif€ in gutter, fOOr j:lint per:folllBnce, late!!: bleedif€ to 
surface. 
Joints need r&K�otking. 
Joints nee:l re�orldq!;. 
EXpoSed aggregate, plll cracks, st:an:ii� water in gutter, joints 
depresse:.i 2 in. , full of debris. 
Exposed aggregate, pll  cracks, Starrlif€ water in gJtter, joints 
depressed 2 in. , full of debris. 
Pull cradts in surface, latex blaerlirg on surface, j:Jiots in p:>Or 
condition. 
Pull cracks in surface, latex. bleedirg on surface, .Pints in p:><>r 
condition, large wet area. 
Pull cracks in dry concrete, stan:iirg water in gutter, lata: 
bleeding on surface, debris in jalots. 
Pull cracks in dry concrete, stamiq:; water in gutter, latex 
bleeding on surface, debris in joints. 
Before this dedt was CNerlayed, there were shriikage cracks over 
the entire deck. Those cracks were filled with ep:>XY, then 
overlayed. As of 1984, no cracks reflected thrw�. 
Several long pull cracks in deck on OOth sides, dedt is in very 
!!P"'i coodition. 
Deck is roogh, several pull cradul in dedt, p:>e>r dra.imge, deck is 
in excell.eoc condition.. 
OVerall deck finish is rwgh, pill crack on right-band side. 
F..., pill cracks found in deck. 
Excessive bleeding of latex: on surface, two different types of 
finishi� used on this deck, broan f�sh appears best. 
Surface is pitte:i rue to air tubbles in coocrete, cradd� over 
piers, p.ill. crack noted, trarsveiSe ctaek in deck. 
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TAIU 7 .  liUDJE DECK Cll!1£IIDIRY SHEET: DO.I J..ATEX OJlO<EIE 
'19 KY 114 over Middle Creek. Delamination failure over l/3 of deck, jal.nts need t&IOrkl..ng. This 
overlay is a ccmplete failure. Dedt is 1n poor con±L tion. 
30 KY 30 over tbtth Folk of F&l pull cracks. wearlog in wbeel tracks. 
Kentucky River 
31 KY 221 over Salt Lick Creek Rwgh surface, no cracks observed. 
32 Highlan:1 Ave over US 23 Rcugh surface We to deep striations, overlays mixed too dry in 
CfD Railroad sooe areas. 
33 US 62 over I 75 Large alll§!tor craddrg 011er entire deck, spalling at curb>, 16 
patches. 
34 US 460 over I 75 Large alligator craddrg over entire deck, spa.llit€ at wrb3, 3 
patches. 
35 US 25 over Ohio River Pull cracks on mrth end of brid�, drains are too high in SClle 
areas, wearlng in � tracks. 
36 US 27 over Kentucky River NB tbllllS.l transverse craddrg, fe.1 p.lll-crack areas, joint closed oo 
north errl. 
37 US 27 over Kentucky River SB Ver.y long l.oogitlldiml cracks in the drivirg lane, salE! pull 
38 
3J 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
I 65 o\er N:>lin lU. ver NB 
I 65 over Nolin River SB 
Blue Grass Pkwy m 
over Cllaplin River 
Blue Grass Pkwy EB 
over Qmplin River 
I 65, Ke!Jialy Brid!'J' and 
Ind:lana approach over Chio 
River, I 65 NB 
I 6 5, Kennedy Bridge ani 
Inii.ana approach over Cbi.o 
River, I 65 SB 
l5 119 over Poor Folk 
MP 21.795 
US 119 over Poor Folk, 
MP 22.382 
US 119 over Poor Folk, 
MP 27.19 
US 119 over Poor Folk, 
MP 27 .620 
cracks, ore joint l.eald.ng. 
This deck was replace:l in 1984, "Probl.an Bridge." 
This deck was replaced in 1984, "Problem Bridge." 
Surface pitted, tramverse cracldog evecy 4 to 5 fc, joints need 
m�orld.�, ccn:ii cion of deck oot good overall. 
Surface pitte:i, tramvetse cracld� every 4 to 5. ft, joints need 
rSo��Jtki.ng. OVerall condition of deck. not g:xxl. 
Deck. has a fe111 pull-crack areas aro..m:l Fi•r Dams, three 8!Bll 
spalls. 
SpU.l area, amll pull cracks. 
Deeply grooved, epoxy skin patches, dirt in �teem. 
Bird baths in �ttem, seal CI\IDFled• 
Cradd!@; abcut 1/3 fran north end, 1.odted like a dip in dedt, dirt 
in gutters. 
Cradd� abcut 1/3 fran north en:i, 1.odted like a dip in deck, dirt 
in gut ers. 
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TAlU B. IIUOOE IECK SJ>M\RY �: RElQIH(LJ) JATEX C>TERLAYS 
= IID'E DATE IID'E (F CDNliTION CF 
NMBER I..OCATIOO CllJN'lY MILEPOsr CD!l>r!UCI'ED OIER!AYED D<SPECTIOO S!BFACE 
48 \oKP over ROOdes Creek WB Hardin 130.9 1962 1977 &-19-00 Excellent 
49 � over Rlndes Creek EB Hanlin 130.9 1962 1977 &-19-80 !Xcellent 
50 ll<P over Valley ereet \<2 Hardin 132.4 1962 1977 &-19-00 Excellent 
51 Wa> ewer Valley Creek EB Hanlin 132.4 1962 1977 &-19-80 !Xcellent 
52 \oKP over L & N RR WB Hardin 132.6 1962 1977 &-!9-80 Excellent 
53 \IKP over L & N RR EB l!atdin 132.6 1962 1977 &-19-80 !Xcellent 
54 US 31-w over Valley Creek Hardin 16.47 1936 1977 &-3o-83 IXcellent 
55 US 31-w, 2rrl brid� sooth of 
West Paint l!atdio 36.28 1942 1977 &-30-83 !Xcellent 
56 KY 84 over I 65 Hatdin 25.37 1959 1977 &-30-83 !Xcellent 
57 KY 61 over Pitn:an Creek Green 11.624 1940 1977 lG-lo-BO EKcellent 
58 I 75 over Ro�rs Gap Road NB Scott 130.98 1962 1977 3-10-80 EKcellent 
>-2&-86 Fair to Poor 
59 I 7 5 over Ro�rs Gap Road SB Scott 130.98 1962 1977 3-lo-BO Excellent 
>-2&-86 Fair to Poor 
60 I 7 5 over Burton Road NB atxl Scott 135.11 1961 1977 3-lo-80 !Xcellent 
Little Eagle Creek >-2&-86 Fair to Poor 
61 1 7 5 over Burton Road SB ani Scott 135.11 1961 1977 3-IG-80 !Xcellent 
Little Eagle Creek >-2&-86 Fair to Poor 
62 US 62 over IC RR M.Jhlenb.lrg 24.71 1940 1977 6-0>-80 Good 
63 Ky 66 600 ft lbtth of US 421 CJ.y 18.63 1958 1977 2-0>-00 EKcellent 
64 US 25 over Uttle Laurel River l.a.lrel 8.435 1942 1977 9-04-80 Good 
65 US 25 over Robl..DSOn Creek Laurel 3.275 !940 1977 9-04-80 Good 
66 KY 229 over Uttle Laurel Creek Laurel 10.63 1935 1977 9-04-80 Good 
67 KY 229 over I.aJrel River and l.a.lrel 6.85 1935 1977 9-04-80 IXcellent 
Sallie Branch 
68 1B 25 over Lynn Ca:llp Creek Whlt:L3y 33.73 1948 1977 9-04-80 !Xcellent 
69 KY 229 over Big Ridllaai Creek Kna< 3.94 1950 1977 9-04-80 !Xcellent 
70 US 25-E over Richlan:l Creek Kna< 14.92 1960 1977 9-04-80 IXcellent 
7l US 25-£ at KY 92 over Greasy Creek Bell 18.1 1940 1977 11-17-83 !Xcellent 
(3.82 mi lbrth of Pineville) 
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TABlE B. JIUlX;E lJE(l{ &JlM\RY EOlEET• REICHHOLD l.ATEX OJERLAYS 
= DATE DATE llATE (F CDIDTITON <F 
lUMlER I.OCATION OlJN'lY MILErosr =mlC!ED MRI.AYID INSPECTION SURFACE 
72 tE 119 over Clllberlat:rl River Bell 0.02 1950 1977 2-0r80 Good 
73 KY 91 over M.Jddy Folk Christian 11.26 1939 1977 6-01-81 Good 
74 1B 41-A aver Craborchard Creek Hq>kiDB 0.82 1955 1977 6-0J,-81 Good 
75 US 23 over Paint Licit CreEk Johnson o.u 1936 1977 12-18-83 Good 
76 lli 23 Bypiss Road over Paint Uck J011nson 8.675 1959 1979 12-18-83 Good 
Cre<it (1 mi oorth of Paintsville) 
77 US 27 over Clmberlarrl River Pulaski 9.19 1950 1977 1-()6-80 Excellent 
(Burnside) 
78 KY 32 over Uckirg River Nld:Jolas 15.58 1933 1977 1-!r80 Excellent 
79 KY 30 over Hunting Creek Breathitt 30.04 1932 1977 9-23-80 Excellent 
80 KY 1959 over Eveman Creek Carter 1.15 1957 1977 9-11-80 Excellent 
61 KY 1947 over Barretta Creek Carter 2.71 1922 1978 9-11-80 Excellent 
82 KY 555 over Beech Fotk River Washington 3.4 1976 1976 8-04-80 Good 
83 KY 1091 over Beaver Creek Knott 0.01 1952 1976 1()-!Q-83 Good 
84 1 27 5 over relocatai Three Caupbell 75.386 1974 1977 B-Or80 Excellent 
Mile Road Ell �83 
85 I 27 5 over relocate:! Three Caupbell 75.386 1974 1977 B-2r80 Good 
Mile Road W'B �83 
86 I 275 EB over I 471 SB Caupbell 74.817 1974 1978 B-2r80 Good 
87 I 215 at I 471 ani Ramp B Callpbell 75.0 �83 Good 
88 I 275 W'B over I 471 NB Caupbell 73.3 �83 Excellent 
89 Newb.Jrg Roai over I 264 Jefferson 2.26 1955 1977 1!Hlr83 Excellent 
90 I 264 over Beargrass CreEk WB Jefferson 19.50 1960 1977 1o-or83 Excellent 
91 I 264 over Beargrass Creek EB Jefferson 19.50 1960 1977 1!Hlr83 Excellent 
92 I 264 over US 60 W'B Jefferson 19.91 1961 1977 1o-or83 Excellent 
93 I 264 over US 60 Ell Jefferson 19.91 1961 1977 1!Hlr83 Excellent 
94 KY 1426 over Levisa Folk of Pike 0.1 1983 Good 
Islan:l CreEk 
95 US 31-E over Scaggs Creek Fotk Barreo 6.67 1963 1976 1\l-1\l-83 Fair 
of Barren Resevnir 
% KY 225 over Cw:berla.ni River Knox 11.2 1978 1978 11-17-83 Excellent 
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48 W:CP over Rlvdes Creek WB 
49 W\P over Rhldes Creek EB 
50 W:CP over Valley Creek WB 
51 � over Valley CreEk EB 
52 \<ICP over L&N RR WB 
53 \<l<P over l&N RR EB 
54 US 31-w over Valley Creek 
55 lB 31-w, 2nd bridge sooth 
of West Paint 
56 KY 84 ewer I 65 
57 K¥ 61 over Pitnan Creek 
58 I 7 5 owr Rogets Gap Road 
NB 
59 I 75 over Rogers Gap Road 
SB 
60 I 75 over Burton Road 
NB and Little Eagle Creek 
61 I 7 5 over Bunon Road 
SB and Little Eagle Creek 
62 lB 62 over IC RR 
Few pull cracks in deck surface. 
F&T pull cracks in deck surface. 
Few p.ill. cracks in surface. 
Few pull cracks in surface. 
Few pull cracks in surface. Machine finish. 
Few pull cracks in surface. Broan finish. 
t>b faults. 
One of the best surfaces in state. 
Stall transveme crackirg over entire deck, pitch 3 ft x 8 ft on 
centerline joint, ,:Pints nee:1 r8'1orl.dng. 
Transverse cracking CJIIet entire deck, oore in the soot.hbo..md than 
in northbwrrl. 
Several patches aro.m::1 all joints, delamination failure in areas, 
severe cracld.ng in deck., jai.nts need rS"'rking, leaking t:a:lly, 
shoold be redecked. 
Several patches aro.m::1 all joints, delamination failure in areas, 
severe cracking in deck, joints need rEWorld.rg, leaking badly, 
sh:Wd re redecked. 
Severe cracking over entire deck, delamimtion failure, several 
patches aro.m::1 jJints along centerline, neoprene j:>ints not 
worl.dng, gutters nee::t repairing, ecxre. piers hiM! reinforcing steel 
soo-.dng. Bridge is in ?JOI" cordi.tion. 
Severe cracld.rg over entire deck, delamination failure, several 
patches aro.md joints al.or@ centerline, reoprane joints not 
wrldng, gut ers nee:i repairing, SOlie pi.em have reinforcing steel 
showing. Bridge is in ?JOI" conditioo.. 
Delamination failure a.rwnd jJints, large cracks in all directions. 
63 KY 66, 6IJ) ft oorth of US 421 Good deck.. 
64 
65 
66 
67 
tE 25 over Little 
Laurel River 
US 25 over RobliSOn CreSt. 
KY 229 over Little Lalrel 
Creek 
ICY 229 over l.alrel River 
ani Sallie Branch 
Vbee1 paths are worn, pi.ttirg, spalli.ng arwn:l .:Pints, few cracks. 
Deck polishing, bad pitting. 
Deck PJlishiog, pitting, joint failure on scuth end. 
Deck is pitted, fPod coa:lition. 
68 US 25 over Lynn CaDp Creek Spalliq; at j:>iot oo sooth en:! of ded<, pittiq;. Joints need 
rEWOlid..ng. 
69 
70 
Ky 2:19 over Big Richlan:l 
CreEk 
1B 25-E over Richlan:i Cr. 
Soue loogi OJdlnal cracklng at joinJ:S • 
Sane craddl"@ at joints, pitting. 
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llRILGE NJ. LOCATION 
71 lB 25-E at Ky 92 over 
Greasy Crefk 
72 1.5 119 over Cwberlani River Few- cradts, g:xxl dedla 
73 KY 91 over ltlddy Fork Water standing in SB lPtters, transverse cracking. 
74 US 41-A over Craborchard Deck pitted, alligator crackirg in SB lane, water stan:ti.q; in 
Creek gutters. 
75 US 23 over Paint Lick De.lalrl.natioo failure arrund joint 1.5 ft x 15 ft. 
Crefk 
76 US 23 Bypass over Pairi: Lick Core holes nea:l filii�, very fEW cracks. 
CreEk (1 m1 north of 
Paintsville) 
77 IE 27 over Cwberlarrl River Good deck. 
78 KY 32 over Licldng River Good deck, 
79 KY 30 over Huntill! Crefk Good deck. 
80 KY 1959 �r Evenmn Creek Good deck. 
81 KY 1947 over Barretts Crefk Good deck. 
82 ICY 555 over Beech Fork River Gutters in poor condition, deck �· 
83 KY 1091 over Beaver CreSt latge patches on east etd of deck, cracks exten:Jed fran patches.l&'i 
84 I 275 over relocate:! Three Sevetal pull cracks in irside lare, fSoT cracks in wter lane. 
Mile Ro>l Ell 
85 I 27 5 over relocate::i Three Rarrlan cracld:rg, scxre p.ll.l. cracks. 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
Mila Road ws 
I 275 E8 over I 471 SB 
Brirlge 5 
I 275 at I 471 and Ramp B 
I 275 WB over I 471 NB 
Nailm"g Ro>l over I 264 
I 264 over Beargrass Creek 
WI 
1 264 over Bea.rgrass creSt 
Ell 
I 264 over US 60 WB 
1 264 over US 60 EB 
KY 1426 over Levisa Forie. 
of Ialard Crefk 
US 31-E over Scagg CreEk, 
Fork of Barren Reservoir 
Several p.ill.ed cracks in east:bootxl. lane, large p.ill.ed places in 
crack, poor drainag;! in gutters. 
Little wear in wter lane, excellent cordi tion. 
Finish is fair, several p.ll.l-crack areas in deck. 
Surface craddtl?; over entire dedt, seem to be so.md. 
Polishing in \ro"heel paths, a f&i sroa11 pull cracks. 
Polish!� in 'Wheel paths, a feN smll pull cracks. 
EXI:.rene cradd� over entire deck. 
Ext.reae crackil.'@; over entire deck, cracks ar.wnd the j:Jiots. 
Good deck. 
Two large patches 00. eros of deck, cracks I.\Ulili� fran each patch, 
cracks in the middle of deck. 
96 KY 225 over Cl.llberlaod River Wear in wheel paths, fa.� p:JpOOts, core holes neei filii�€, dirt in 
gutters. 
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Pages 47, 48, and 49 are blank 
47  48 49 
delamination (Figure 2 4 ) . The decks on those bridges were 2 4  to 25 
years old at the time of the last inspection. What would or could be 
superficially vi ewed as overlay deterioration on those bridges is 
probably more a sign of deterioration of the underlying decks. One 
difficulty of this survey was to distinguish between the performances of 
the overlays and the underlying deck s .  In any event, those bridges are 
subjected to s evere service and the 9 years of service of those overlays 
reflects well upon their performance .  
LOW-SLUMP OVERLAYS 
Twenty-three low-slump overlays were considered experimental under 
this s tudy (Tables 10 and 1 1 ) . Eighteen of those were placed on new or 
unopened bridges. The low-slump overlays were constructed between 1975 
and 197 9 .  Bridges receiving those overlays were const ructed between 
1940 to 197 9 .  
Nine low-slump overlays were rated excellent and 1 4  were rated good. 
Some overlays rated good had numerous patches ,  which were believed to be 
construction-related .  The low-slump overlays were not as extensively 
cracked as the latex overlay s .  However , most decks overlayed with low­
slump concrete were newer and in better condi tion at the time of 
placement than many of the decks overlaid with latex ( especially those 
employing the Thermoflex latex) . 
SURVEY OF INTEGRAL ABUTMENT BRIDGES 
Kentucky's integral abutment bridges have no hinges at the base of 
the abutment stem. Kentucky bridges accommodate expansion and 
contraction by bending the piles below ground. It is probable that only 
minimal expansion occurs at those point s .  Some rotation of the 
abutments may occur when significant expansion and contraction occurs .. 
In those instanc e s ,  there should be evidence of a gap or closure of the 
ends abutting the pavement . That kind of movement has not been 
detected. If i t  occur s ,  i t  may be confused with settlement and/or 
wedging . 
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Figure 24. Patches on Areas of Overlay Debonding Thermoflex Latex 
( I  75 over Rhodes Creek in Scott C ounty) ( l987 ) .  
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TAlLE 10. = DEO<. SUlliiRY SHEEr' WI SL!l1P OON::llErE 0/ERLAYS 
= DATE DATE DATE OF OOIDITION OF 
NJMlER LOCATION OlJNTi MILEl'OST OONSTRUCTID OJERLAYED INSPECITON SURFACE 
97 KY 52 over Kentucky Ri wr Estill 7.4 J9LoO J977 9-18-80 fu«:ellent 
98 US 421 over ClDver Folk arrl Harlan 17.7 J974 1978 l-21-80 EKcellent 
L&N RR 
99 US 421 over Clover Fork Harlan 18.1 J976 1978 l-21-80 EKcellent 
100 US 421 over KY 840 arrl l.&N RR, Harlan 17.2 J974 J978 l-21-80 EXcellent 
Clover Fork 
101 US 421 over Cunberlarrl River Harlan 19.05 J976 J978 ll-17-83 Good 
102 I 27 5 over Chio River SB Campbell 74.6 1979 J979 8-18-80 Excellent 
103 I 275 over Ohio River NB Campbell 74.6 J979 J979 8-18-80 EKcellent 
104 I 24 over Termessee River Ell Marshall 29.5 1974 J975 (r{)2-8l Excellent 
lOS I 24 over Tennessee River WB Marshall 29.5 J974 J975 (r{)2-8l Excellent 
106 1 24 over ?Uidy Fork EB Trigg 60.276 1977 J978 (r{)l-81 fu«:el_lent 
107 US 119 over Poor Fork of Harlan 18.814 J975 J978 11-17-83 Good 
Cumber lan:l River 
lOB US 119 over Poor Fork of Harlan 23.466 1973 J976 11-17-83 Good 
Cumber 1an:i River 
109 US 119 over Poor Folk of Harlan 17 .237 J975 J978 11-17-83 Good 
Q.nnl:erland River 
110 US 119 over Poor Fork of Harlan 23.680 J973 J976 11-17-83 Good 
OJ.mber land River 
111 US 119 over Poor Folk of Harlan 25.282 J973 1976 ll-17-83 Good 
Cumberland River 
112 US 119 over Poor Fork of Harlan 25.459 J973 J976 11-17-83 Good 
Cu.ml:Er lan:l River 
113 US 119 over Poor Fm:k of Harlan 28.374 J974 J977 11-17-83 Good 
Q.lmterland River 
114 US 119 over Poor Fork of Harlan 28.743 J975 J977 ll-17-83 Good 
Qmll:er land Ri 'WI' 
115 US 119 over Poor Folk of Harlan 29.837 1975 1977 11-17-83 Good 
Q.mU:erland River 
116 US 119 over Poor Fm:k of Harlan 31.122 J975 J978 11-17-83 Good 
Cumber J.arrl River 
117 US 119 over Poor Fork of Harlan 31.879 J975 J977 11-17-83 Good 
o.miDerlarrl River 
118 US 119 over Poor Folk of Harlan 33.317 J975 J977 11-17-83 Good 
Q.nnbar lan:l River 
119 US 119 over Poor Fork of Harlan 35.568 J978 J978 11-17-83 Good 
Cuml:er land River 
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TAlU 11. llRilllE lEQ{ (l)m:N'TARY SHEEr: 11>1 SL!MP (l)!Olll'ffi OJEBLAYS 
BRIIGE NJ, LOCATION REMAm<S 
97 KY 52 over Kentucky Ri� Surface is p:.>lishiog in wheel tracks. 
98 US 421 over Clover Folk an:l. New dedt when surveyed. 
L&� Railroad 
99 US 421 over Clover Fork New deck when surveyed. 
100 US 421 over KY 840 ao:i New" deck ltlen surve:yai. 
I.£N RR, Clover Fork 
101 US 421 over Cwberlarrl River Lo@tudinal crack in west errl, �r in wheelpaths, feN dimples. 
102 I 27 5 over Ohio River SB Fa-1 pull cracks in deck., gutter drairs too high in scme places. 
103 I 275 over Ohio River NB F6il p..lll cracks in deck, gutter draill3 too high in sooe places. 
104 I 24 over Termessee River EB Deck is in excellent condition. 
105 I 24 over TemleSsee River WB Deck is in excellent coo:iition. 
106 
107 
lOB 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
I 24 over l:'fuddy Fork EB 
US 119 over Poor Fm:k, 
>11' 18.814 
US 119 over Poor Foik, 
>11' 23.466 
US 119 over Poor Fork, 
>11' 17 .237 
US 119 over Poor Fork, 
MP 23.680 
US 119 over Poor Fork, 
MP 25.282 
US 119 over Poor Forlt, 
MP 25.459 
US 119 over Poor Fork, 
MP 28.374 
US 119 over Poor Fork, 
MP 28.743 
US 119 over Poor Fol:k., 
MP 29.832 
US 119 over Poor Fork, 
MP 31.122 
US 119 over Poor Folk, 
MP 31.879 
US 119 over Poor Foik, 
MP 33.317 
US 119 over Poor Folk, 
MP 35.568 
Few cracks l.ocatai on each errl of deck, wearirg good. 
Cracki� in soothboorrl lane, near sooth errl, core hole filled with 
water , soft wear in wheel paths, skin patches near south er:rl. 
Several rect�r patches, bird baths in gutters, .;:.anpression 
seals at each en:l lodted good. 
One core b::lle void, patch loose in another, seY"eral skin patches 
(may be epoxy), sare. soft wear in wheelpaths. It is me apparent 
whether patches were done for construction acceptance or for 
msintenance. 
Several, 6CI!E large, rect�r patches (saiE are rnt !;Pod) - one 
has broken cut at corner. 
Sa:Je large rect�r patches; otherwise, appearan:e is g:�od.; 
seals were gxxi. 
Long centerline patch at south errl, patches ani crackirg near rnrth 
en:i, crazi"ng (may re a pltb::lle there). There was a dropoff 
(settlenent) at the shoolder ani ab.lt.nent. 
Seal at En!th er:rl was good, no seal at oorth eo:i, two cracks, dog 
tracks at s::uth eni of scuthboond lane - othe.I.W:ise J.oci<ed !;Pod· 
Caupression seal at south errl was good, no seal at north er:rl, one 
transverse crack \oaS very noticeable, othet.wise CK. 
Gocxi overlay, no seal at s::uth eo:l., canpression seal at north en:i 
was CK except for M:> ridges. 
Canpression seal at south en:i was in fair corrlition, there was no 
seal at the north en:i, cracking in oorthbcund lane 2/.3-point 
(flelOJral) - 2 or 3 yards square, S<Xie beyonl. Bridge bcunced 
considerably when coal truck entera:i onto sruth span. 
Overlay locked gJod, no seal at 9:JU.th er:rl ,  canpression seal at 
north end was in fair con:li.tion, there was dirt an:l debris in the 
joint arrl in the gutters. 
Deck was in ,!Jlod con:lition, canpression seal at south end was in 
fair COildi tion, there was no seal at the oorth eni. 
I..ocki.ng scuttwani to US 119 bridge in curve an::l RR bridge CJiler US 
119 beyoni. Good cotxii tion. Joints need r&1orldng. 
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Of the 48 experimental integral abu tment bridge s ,  1 1  were under 
construction and several were only a few months old at the time of 
inspections in 1984 (Tables 1 2-14 ) .  The oldest bridge , originally 
constructed in 1955 , had been built as an integral abutment bridge in 
197 1 .  Seven experimental integral abutment bridges were constructed 
between 1970  and 197 8 .  Twenty-seven bridges constructed and in service 
between 1980 and 1984 were inspected. 
Three of the seven integral abu tment bridges constructed (or 
reconstructed) in the 1970's were T-beam, reinforced-concre t e ,  
continuou s ,  multi-span structures having three or four spans (Figures 25 
and 2 6 ) .  The other four bridges used preca s t ,  prestressed I-beams 
( PCIB ) . The span length of the RCDG structures varied from 28 to 50 
feet .  Span lengths of the PCIB bridges ranged from 37 to  80 fee t .  
Bridge lengths ranged from 86 t o  2 5 9  feet and deck widths were from 24 
to 48 feet .  Deck areas ranged from 2 ,568 to 1 2 , 303 square feet .  
All structures were in good t o  very good condition. The Division of 
Maintenance Structure Inventory and Appraisal Reports revealed that 
three decks were rated at 8 ( i . e . , good , no repairs necessary) and two 
were rated 7 ( i . e. , generally good contition -- possibly requiring minor 
maintenance such as cleaning the deck) . All superstructures had ratings 
of 8 .  One subst ructure was given a rating of 7 .  
ratings of 8 .  
The r emaining had 
Of the 39 integral abutments constructed in the 1 9 80's ( two were 
still under construction at the t ime of this report) ; 33 were PCIB 
bridges ;  five were precast , prestressed box-beam bridges (PCBB) ; and one 
was a steel rolled-beam bridge (Figures 27-29 ) .  Three of the PCIB 
bridges were single , simple-span structure s .  The remainder had multiple 
spans and were continuous for live loads. The PCBB bridges were all 
simple-span structures. The steel rolled-beam bridge was a multiple­
span continuous bridge . 
The longest PCIB bridge span was 103 feet.  The longest PCBB bridge 
span was 81 fee t .  The longest span of the steel rolled-beam bridge was 
131 feet. Span lengths for bridges constructed in the 1980' s  ranged 
from 27 . 3  feet to 1 3 1  feet . Structure lengths varied from 53 to 342 
fee t .  Deck widths ranged from 8 feet ( fo r  a pedestrian bridge , the US 
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TAfLE 12. � SHEEr: INIIDRAL ABJIMENT �S 
= DtilE CJ' DtilE OF 
IJ!lAWliD NJ, lOCATION <DUNI'l MilEPOST OJI'8'IRJCIION ll<l!'EGITON 
17987 KY 989-Ctw:t.ers-Burtonv.llle Road Lad• 12.69 1970 1984 
over Salt U.ck Creek 
18310 KY 1o-Maysville-V�Wrg Road l.e<l• 13.501 1971 1984 
over Ben Willen Branch 
18335 KY 1.34CK:rof�onia Road Christian 4.49 1975 1984 
over Tr�ater River 
18631 lCi 227�ortlwUJ.e Road c.rrou 3.70 1972 1984 
over White Run 
over lDng Creek 
18972 KY 279 over Panther Creek """' ' 4.10 1974 1984 
19265 CR 1381-Q.rrdsvi.ll.e-Del.a.are Road Daviess Cooney """' 1976 1984 
011er Panther Creek 
19602 lE 60 over Indian Creek - 14.23 1978 1984 
19869 KY 72&-Mc:Kerdree Church Road l<fr&ken 4.23 UOOer corstructioo 1984 
19899 KY 218 over Blue Spri� CreEk Bart 13.59 1980 1984 
19976 KY 339-Melbar Road over ""'""""' 0.74 Under COIBtruction 1984 
M<Iyfield Creek 
2<Xllo8 KY 11-Beattyville-Booneville Road - U.06 1984 1984 
over Buck Creek 
20102 US 460-Pedestrian 011erpass over """"""'"' 8.93 1981 1984 
Maysville Street 
20103 US 60 at Shel�lle over Shell'f 11.16 1980 1984 
Clear Creek 
20196 KY 7D-9:nithlani-Dycu.sb.Jrg Road LiviJWlton 2.41 1982 1984 
over Ferguson Creek 
20253 KY SfH1ayfield-Bentan Road over """'"" 6.68 1982 1984 
Mayfield Creek 
20259 KY 61-El.izabeth�nville """'-n 0.01 lb:ler corstruction 
over Middle Creek 
20260 KY 61-Elizabe�nville """'-• 0.01 umer coostruction 
over Middle Creek 
20262 US 6Q-Hen:iersCII't"{Men;boro Road lleule=n 0.01 1981 1984 
over Race Creek 
20278 KY 61-Elizabathtowrrlbdge.nville """'-• 0.24 lhlder corstruction 
over Middle Creek Relief 'Mn 
20279 KY 61-Eli.zabethtown-ibd�ov.l le """'-• 0.24 umer ccmtruction 
2)2!32 KY 365-S turg:Ls-Hood Road over Crittenden- 8.53 1982 1984 
Iradew"ater River Union Co. Line 
20285 KY 34&-Bentorr-Symsonia Road Ma""""-1 4.71 1983 1984 
over Middle Fork Creek 
20291 KY 70 9:nithlani-Dycusb.lrg Road Livi:rw;ron 0.93 1982 1984 
over McO:maick. CreEk 
20294 lE 51-Glintan-Fulton Road over llicl<mn 3.72 1982 1984 
Bayoo Dearl.en 
20349 KY 27o-cJ.ay Hardin-Swrgla Road Wel:E� 2.39 1981 1984 
over Caney CreEk 
2D356 lCi 1.34&-Ileltter-Faxon Road over ""-'-""ay 1.36 1982 1984 
East Fork of Clai'k.s Rive.r 
20357 lCi 1346-IlEDtt.er, Faxon Road over ""-'-""ay 1.41 1982 1984 
East Fork of Cl.alXs River Overflow' 
20390 CR 8S48 BlAck. Joe Brid� Access Harlan Cooncy """' 1983 
over Clover Fork of Cuml::er lan:i Ri ve.r 
20423 KY 4Q-Paintsv1lle-Oil Spri� Jo>u.on 7.235 1983 
over Uxilick Creek 
20429 KY 464-Alnn-Shilc:h over Jonathan ""-'-""ay 7.9 1982 1984 
CTea< 
20437 KY 70:H::.lintorr-Naw Cypress over llid<mm 7.435 1982 1984 
Bugg Creek 
2<>146 KY 703-Clint� Cypress over llicl<m<n 7.332 1982 1984 
"""' c""" 
20449 KY 70Xlinton-ll£w Cypress over llicl<mn 7.965 1982 1984 
Little Cypress Creek 
2D472 KY 583-Lyoos Stat.ion-Yoongers Hanlin 1.50 1982 1984 
Creek Road over Y�rs Creek 
2D477 CR-1422-Greasy Creek Rood over Pike Camty Rood 1982 1984 
Ievisa Fork River 
20521 US 421-HydeirManchester Rood Clay 15.52 1983 
over Goose CreeK 
20535 KY 5-Princess-FairviEW RnOO. over Boyd 3.81 1982 1984 
East Fork of Little Sandy Ri� 
2053S us 31E-l:kxlgerw.!.lle-Bards tcMn Road larue 18.28 1982 1984 
over �son Greek 
20553 US 231-Ik:wliq; Green-Beaver Dam w.rren 22.6Cil 1983 1984 
Rood. over Gasper Ri �r 
20570 US 6Hlash:Lq;tOO"'Mlrphysville Road Maoon Cooncy """' Unier con:;truction 1984 
over North Fork of Licld.� River 
20592 KY 132-Db:on-Sebree Road O'ller """'"" 24.59 1983 1984 
KDoblick Creek 
20650 CR SUB Harpers Ferry-l..Ddq:ort Hemy Camcy """' 1982 1984-1986 
Road over Six-Mile Creek 
20662 KY 329-Prospect-<:restwood Road Ol<llum 1.47 Under CODStruction 1984 
owr Harrods creec 
2D666 KY 49-Lebioon-Bradfordsville Road M=ioo 10.48 Under coostructioo 1984 
over Rolling Fork River 
20672 lCi 1187-i.Jnian-Sllver City Road lluU.r 4.85 1984 1984 
over J>iJddy Creek 
20682 lCi 623 Waterford-Fairfield Road Spencer 5.03 1983 1984 
over Salt River 
20683 US 45-Mayfiel.d-Fulton Road over Gr� 6.09 Under coos truction 1984 
Brush Creek. 
20695 KY l39"{;adlz-Prtnceton Road over """""'-L 9.24 Uoder coos truction 1984 
Goc:se Creek 
'i 'i  
TABLE 13. MTA SHEET: - Alll'll£Nr mu=s 
1YPE Tm ...,.., """"' UliCIH WIDlll """"" AREA 
= OF OF OF OF OF "' CJ! CJ! 
D:\AWI.l.{; N). ux:ATIOO SII<>JC!URE GIRIERS SP.AI<; SPANS(ft.) smJCDJRE(ft.) IECX(ft.) '""" IECX{ft.) 
17987 KY 989-<harters-ilurtoiiVill Road """ """' """""' 3 (2)33;37 107 24.0 0 2568 
OYer Salt Lick CreEk 
18310 KY 1o-Maysville-Van:eb.Jrg Road """ """' ......, 3 (3)28 IJ6 44.0 0 3784 
over Ben Willen Branch 
18335 KY J..348-.CroftorrMacedonia Road BQJG Coot """""" 3 (2)37 .5;50 128 28.0 0 3584 
over Tradeate.r River 
1B631 KY 227�rthv.i.1le Boad """ Ctt>t 1-Boam 4 (4)64 259 47.5 0 12303 
over White Run 
over J.oq; Creek 
18972 KY 279 over Panther Creek l'CJ:B Coot ,...., 3 (3)60 lB4 26.0 0 4784 
19265 ct 13d1-<:urdsvi..ll.e-Del.awre Road l'C[B Coot , ...... 3 (2)76.4;&'J 233 27.8 0 6477 
over Panther Creek 
19602 US &0 over In:fi.an Creet """ - , ...... 3 (2)37;57 144 47.5 0 6840 
19869 KY 726-f.t:Kendree Ch.Jrch Road (bridge under construction) 
19899 KY 218 over Blue Spri� Creek """ Coot , ...... 3 (2)30;40 102 43.1 0 4396 
19976 KY 339-Mel.l:Er Road o-.�r (brld� IDler construction) 
1-Eyfield Creek 
20048 KY 11-Beattyvil..le-Boooele Road l'CJJl """ , ....... 3 (3)85 258 33.3 0 8591 
over i!uck Creek 
20102 IE 460-Pedestrl.an OYe:tpS88 DW!r l'CJJl Coot , ...... 5 (2)60;52.5;83;64.5 321 8.0 0 2568 
20103 
Maysville Stteet in Ht. Sterli� 
US 60 at Shel� owr PClll Coot , ...... 3 (2)40;65 148 44.0 15 6512 
Clear """" 
20196 KY 7D-SmithlanHlywsbJ.rg Road I'CBB • .., Box Boam  1 81 83 31.2 0 2590 
over Fe� CreEk 
20253 KY 5&+1ayfiel.d-Be1Jton Road over l'CJJl Coot , ...... 3 43.7;68;43 159 43.3 0 6884 
Mayfield Creek 
20259 KY 61-El.izabethtam-ibdgenv:l.lle l'CJJl Coot , ...... 3 (3)75 228 47.3 30 10784 
over Middle Creek 
20260 KY 61-El.i.zabet:htcMrilodgemr.U.le. l'CJJl - , ...... 3 (3)75 228 47.3 30 10784 
over tfiddle Creek 
20262 US 60-ileme�boro Road l'CJJl • .., , _  1 48 53 44.0 30 2332 
0\ler Race Creek 
20278 KY 61-Elizabeth�nv:l.lle PClll • .., ,......, 1 80 83 41.9 0 3478 
over Middle Creek Relief 'Mn 
20279 KY 61� PClll • .., , ...... 1 80 83 41.9 0 3478 
20282 KY 365-Sturg!.s-!b:xl Road over PCll! Coot , ...... 3 (3)94 285 31.3 0 8921 
Tradsmter River 
20285 KY 348-Bentorr-Syn:soni.a Road l'CJJl Coot ,......, 3 (3)38 114 43.3 15 4936 
over Middle Fork Creek 
20291 KY 7D-Smithlard-DyOJ.SbJ.rg Road PC!ll <bot ,.....,. 3 (2)35;50 123 31.2 0 3838 
over Mc:Comd.ck Creek 
20294 t5 51-\J.iiltOI:r"f'ulton Boad over l'CJJl - , ...... 3 (2)36;53 126 43.3 "' 5456 
Bayoo IloQden 
20349 KY 27G-Clay Hardiriturgls Road l'CJJl - ,....., 3 (3)34 lll 31.5 15 3497 
over Caney Creek. 
20356 KY 1.346-DeKterialiD'D. Road over l'CJJl Coot ,....., 3 (2)50;70 173 31.3 0 5415 
East Fork of Clarlts River 
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!Am..E 13. Jl.\TA &!EEl': - AllJ'Il£NT JiUIX;ES 
lYPE lYPE l{lM;ER L>Nml L>Nml WIDill DlmlE """ 
BRI!lOE <F OF <F CF <F CF OF "' 
ffiAWIJ.� !{). IJX:ATIOO SI'OJC!llRE GIRIERS SPA!OS SPANS(ft.) sm.JCDJRE(ft.) IECK(ft.) """ IECX{ft.) 
20357 KJ 1.346-ilexteri'.mm Road a��er PCU! Coot , ...... 3 (2)50;70 1]3 31.3 0 5415 
East Fork of Clarlt Ri"Wr Owrflcw 
20390 CR 8548 Bla..ck Joe Bridge Access PCBS '""' """ """" 4 (2)58;20;40 IJ6 ZJ.O 0 4752 
� Clowr Fotlt of Q.lmberlani Riv. 
20423 KJ IRrPaintsvi.lle'-Oil Sprli:@S PCU! Coot , ...... 3 (2)45;44 134 35.0 45 4690 
owr !ildlick Creek 
20429 KY 464-Al.mrShilcil a��er Jonathan l'CBB '""' - - 3 (2)32;46 110 ZJ.O 0 2970 
"""" 
20437 KY 703-CJ.intol:r"'New Cypress over l'CllB '""' """ """' 1 59 62 31.3 30 1941 
..... """" 
20446 KY 703-Clintol:l-NI5ol Cypress over l'CllB '""' ""' ...... 1 59 62 31.7 30 1965 
Bogg C-
20449 KY 703-CJ.intoa-I'Ew Cypres CJVe.r PCUI """ ,_...,. 3 (3)30 93 31.3 lS 8911 
Little Cypress Cre5. 
20472 KY 583-Lyoa;� Stal:iotr-Yo.mgem PCU! Coot , ...... 3 (2)40;60 142 31.3 0 4 45 
Creek Road over Y�rs Creek 
20477 CR 1422-Greasy Creet. Road over Stl Coot , ...... 3 86;131;76 293 33.5 0 9816 
Levisa Fork Ri w.r 
20521 1.5 421�n-Manchester Road PCUI Cont , ...... 3 (2)65;100 233 33.3 30 7 59  
aver Goose Creek. 
20535 KY 5-Prla::es riairview Road CJVe.r PCUI <l>nt , ...... 3 (3)55 lb7 33.3 0 5561 
East Fork of Little Sardy River 
20533 US31E-Hodgenv:!.lle-Bardsm.m Road PCU! Coot ,....., 3 89;103;84 276 33.5 lS 9246 
mw �son Creek 
20553 1.5 231-Bcwli� Green-Beaver 1lEml. PC[]! Cont , ...... 3 (2)50;60 lb3 43.0 lS 7 42 
Road owr GasJer R1 ver 
20570 1.5 62--Was�hysvi.l.le Road PCUI <l>nt , ....... 3 (2)76;90 258 33.3 0 ' " 
over lbrth Fork. of Licld.� R1 ver 
20592 KY 132-D:imn-Sebree Road aver PCBB '""' """ "'"" 3 (3)34 101 35.6 lS 3595 
Kooblic:k Creek 
20650 CR 51l.B-I:larpers Fertrlodtport PCU! Coot ,_..., 3 45;100;55 203 25.3 lS 5136 
Road over Six-Mile Creek 
20662 tcr 32!H'rospec:t'"Crestwood Road PCUI """ 1-Beao 3 (2)72;100 247 31.3 lS 7 31 
OWl' Harrods Creek. 
20666 KY 49--l.e'oe.non-Bradfordsvi.l.le Road PCUI - , ...... 4 (2)58;(2)90 298 31.2 lS 9298 
over Rolling Fork Riwr 
20672 KY 11.87-lJoiOil"'Silve.r City Road PCBB '""' """ """"' 3 (2)32;63 127 24.0 lS 3048 
over lbidy Creek. 
20682 tcr 62.3-Waterford-Fairlield Road PCUI Coot ,....., 4 (2)75;(2)95 342 31.3 0 W705 
over Salt lti:wr 
20683 US 45--Ma:yfield-Fultoa Road 011er PCUI Cont , ...... 3 (2)32;40 106 33.3 0 3530 
S:rush Creek 
20695 KY 1..39-Cadiz-PrlB:etan Road aver PC[]! Coot , ....... 3 (2)27 .3 102 33.8 0 3448 
Goose � 
Coot "' Coot:iwrus Span 
Sj_q) .. Sj_q)le Spm 
Legeid (�h af Spans) .. �le (2)33;37 neam twtr33 ft spam am O!!tfr37 ft span. 
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'IAlLE 14. cnt£NrAiti SHEET: - All1Il£Nr liUIX>lS 
lEO<!' rumRSI'!UJCI',R SJBS'l'WCI',R 
""""' "'· UXAilCN RAllJ<; RATIIG RATOO """""' 
17987 KY 989-alarte.l"B""ilurtcmV Roa1 7 6 6 lb cracld.�, iJxxl conditioD. 
over Salt Lick Creek 
18310 KY 1o-Maysville-Varub.lrg Road 7 6 6 Concrete is deterlo� under tna deck \lbere the drain pipe 
over Ben Willen Branch .. located. 
18335 KY 134&-Crof tol:r'Macedooia Road 6 6 Sp:l.lli� water on the piers, fe.w cracks, rest of deck is in 
�r TTadewater River """ =ilitioo. 
18631 KY 227�rthville Road 6 6 6 L1ke-o<w oaalition. 
011er �te Run 
18972 KY 279 over Panther Creek 6 6 8 Sam trarsve.me cradd� in the mLddle span. 
19265 ca. 1381-curdsvllle-l.lelBwar Road 6 6 6 Nine spalled areas 1otme a. fire occurral on the deck. '"' 
over Panther Creek tra.rsverse cracks. 
19602 t5 60 011er In1ian Creek 6 6 6 Few �Wdinal cracks in deck. 
19669 KY 72.6-McKeOOree Qurch Road Urder COD9tructi.al at tille of survey. 
19899 KY 218 over Blue Spri¥ Creek 6 6 6 Smill long1 tlldinal c.r.add.qg in each eod of deck. 
19976 KY 3�rer Road over Under comtruction at tiiie of survey. 
MoYfield """" 
20048 KY 11-Beattyvil.le-iloooe Road 9 9 9 Lil<e-ns< ooolitiDn. 
0\let Buck �  
2!ll02 lE 460--Pedestrlan aoJeJ:pBSS a��er 6 6 6 """"" on mrth end of bridBJi! Were precast bears �re 
Maysville Street in Mt. Sterlir@ COOleCted to the en!. rea: ro. both east and west side. 
leac:h1ng was visible uOOer the deck. 
-
20103 1S 60 at Shelbyvi..l.l.e over 7 6 6 Se:\Je.ral cracks over the entire deck, mre cracks on each eo.i 
Clear """" than the ml.ddle, �s cracked abcut �cy 5 ft. 
20196 KY 70o-Smithlatd-Dyc.1SbJrg Road 6 6 6 ODe smill. crack close to drain, several cradts in the plenth. 
a��er Fe� Creek 
20253 KY 58-May:Ei.elJHienton Road over 6 6 6 L1ke-o<w ooalition. 
Mayfield Creek 
20259 KY 61-Elizsbe� 6 6 6 Under coa11truc:.tion at tiDe of survey. 
0\ler Mirldle Creek 
202b0 KY 61-Elizabeth  6 6 6 umer c.oostruction at tiDe af 9.1r'YeY· 
over Mirldle Creek 
202b2 1S 60-tleode�boro Road 6 6 6 5ooe diagonal craddi@ Oil each en:i of deck, f&1 9l8ll cracks 
""" Roce """" in the middle of the dedt. 
20276 KY 61-El.i.zabeth�DYill.e 9 9 9 Under corstruction at t1D2 of survey. 
awr Mirldle Creek Relief '1.\dn 
20279 KY 61-Eli.zabethb:Mrilodganvi.lle 9 9 9 Under CIXlltruction at tiiie of eurwy. 
202B2 KY 365-Sturgl..s-fbod. Road over 7 6 6 So:oe ciiagooa1 cracld.I.li on ooe end of deck, fe.T cracks aboot 2 
�ter River ft l.oJll; in the mLddle of the deck.. 
20285 KY 31.6-!lontoa-5- Rood 6 6 6 L1ke-o<w ooalitiDc. 
over Middle Fork Creek 
20291 KY 7o-&m.thla.rd-Dyolsbn.'g Road 6 6 6 l.tke-1:lB.t ca:dl.d.oo. 
over M::CormLck Creek 
20'194 US 51-Cl:l:atoa-Fuhoo Road a��er 6 6 6 L1ke-o<w ooali t1on. 
Bsyru I><h1eo 
20349 KY 27o-Glay Hatdin-Sturgi.s Road 6 6 6 loil<e-n&< ooalitiDn. 
over Coney """" 
20356 KY 1.34&i.e!tter-Faxon Road over 7 6 6 L1ke-neo ooalitiDn. 
East Fork. of Clarks River 
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TABLE 14. a:H£N'rAIG' �= - AB1I>EliT lliUIX>:S 
IE<X* 9JPERSTRUC!.* flJBS'JRJC!.* 
BRIIX>: "'· ux:ATICN RATIN; RATlN) RATlN) "'"""""' 
20357 KY �er, Famn Road over 7 8 8 Like-ns< ""'"-don. 
East Fork of Clarks River Owrfl.CM 
20390 CR 6548 Black Joe Br:l.dga Access 8 8 8 Did Olt rwrvey. 
a��er Clowr Fork of Chmberlard Ri.v. 
20423 KY 40-Paintsv.il..le-Oil Sprir@S 8 8 8 Did ox survey. 
owr M:Jdlick. Creek 
20429 KY 464-Alm:r-Shiloh cn.oer Jooathan 7 8 8 Like-ns< ""'"-don. 
"""" 
20437 KY 703-ClifltiXT-New Cypress over 8 8 8 l.ike-na.< oonliilim. 
- c-
20446 KY 703-Cllntolr'New Cypress over 7 8 8 l.ike-na.< ooodition. 
- """" 
20449 KY 703-Clintoll""Ns Cypress over 8 8 8 I.1ke-neJ ccn:ll.tion. 
Little Cypress Creek 
20472 KY 583-Lycn:� Stati.on-YD.q;em 8 8 8 Cracks in plent.h wall, no cracks in deck. 
Creek Road over Yamgers Creek 
20477 CR 1422--Greasy CrEB Road 0\let 8 8 8 Veey fa� SDBil cracks (steel structure). 
levi.sa Fork R1 ver 
20521 US 421-Hyden-Manchester Road 8 8 Did not rwrvey. 
over Goose Creek 
20535 KY 5-Prlnresriairv:lew Road over 7 8 8 l.ike-na.< oooditiDn. 
East Fork of Little Sandy River 
20538 us 31E�wm Road 8 8 8 l.ike-na.< """"-tion. 
over �son Creek 
20553 US 231-b>'U� G�r IOn 8 8 8 Like-new ccniition. 
Road over Gasper Ri. ver 
20570 US 62-Was�\Vsville Road 8 8 8 !hler corettuetioo at tiJ!e of surwy. 
over lbrth Fork of Licld.� River 
20592 KY 132-Dimtt-Sebree Road over 8 8 8 Scme l.or@:l.tudiml c�. 
Kroblick Creal:. 
20650 CR 5118-Harpem Ferry-L:M:lq:ort 8 8 8 Scrne diagonal cradd.� on west erd of deck, \ecy smll. 
Road over Six-1.-l:l.le Creek. 
20662 KY 329-Prospect-creetwood Road 8 8 8 UDder coretruction at tine of survey. 
over Harrods Creek 
20666 KY 4�1:an:xr-Bradfo:rdsvi.lle Road 8 8 8 umer coostruction at tiDe of survey. 
over Rolli� Fork River 
2ri172 KY 1187-I.Jni.ou-Silver City Road 8 8 8 I..ike-1lEw con:i::l. tion. 
over l'bidy Creek 
20682 KY 623-WaterfonH'airfiel.d Road 8 8 l.ike-na.< """"'-tiDn. 
over Salt River 
20683 US 45--Mayfiel.d-Fulton Road 011er 8 8 8 lh1er coretruction at W:e of survey. 
Btush Creek 
20695 KY 139-Ca:ll.z-Prloc:eton Road over 9 9 9 lh1er ccmtruct.ion at W:e of survey. 
aoa.e c-
*Rati• frcm Division of Hal�ttemnc:e Structure Inventoey and Appraisal Reports (1987). 
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Figure 2 5 .  Three-Span RCDG Integral Abutment B ridge (KY 989 over 
Salt Lick Creek) ( l984 ) .  
F igure 2 6 .  Integral Abutment Detail of RCDG Bridge (KY 989 over Salt 
Lick Creek) ( l98 4 ) .  
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F igure 27 . 
Figure 2 8 .  
Integral Abutment B ridge Using PCIB Girders (KY 2 1 8  over 
Blue Springs Creek) ( l984 ) .  
Integral Abu tment B ridge Using PCBB Girders (KY 464 over 
Jonathan Creek) ( 198 4 ) . 
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Figure 29 . 
Figure 3 0 .  
Integral Abutment B ridge Using Steel 1-Beams 
( CR 1422-Greasy Creek Road over Levisa Fork 'Rive r )  
( 19BS ) . 
Cracking in the Deck of the US-60 Bridge over C lear 
Creek in Shelby County due to Differential 
Settlement ( l9B4 ) . 
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460 Overpass in Mt . Sterling) to 47 . 3  feet , 
1 , 941 to 10 , 705 square feet. 
Deck areas varied from 
Nine decks on those bridges were rated 7 on the Structure Inventory 
and Appraisal Report.  Twenty-eight decks were rated 8 and four bridge 
decks were rated 9 ( i . e . , like new ) .  It should be noted that the upper 
flanges of th PCBB bridges acted as the deck for those s t ructures.  Only 
one of the five PCBB bridges had a deck rated 7 .  The remaining were 
rated 8 .  None of the superstructures was rated 7 .  Four were rated 9 
and the remaining 37 were rated 8 .  Four of the substructures were rated 
9 and the remaining were rated 8 .  
The US- 60 bridge a t  Shelbyville ove r Clear Creek appeared t o  have a 
settlement problem on the west end . The west bridge approach had been 
mud- jacked . The de ck was also badly cracked (Figure 30) . That was the 
only structure exhibiting a settlement problem. 
NEW DECK MATERIALS AND OVERLAYS 
New de ck treatments and overlays have been developed since this 
s tudy was initiated. Several have been used in Kentucky on experimental 
bases . Even though some problems were experienced in those trial s ,  they 
warrant further research. 
In May 1985 , a micro- silica (Elkem Chemicals , Emsac) overlay was 
applied on the access road to the Big Rivers Steam Plant (KY 109 7 over 
Eas t F o rk of Graves C reek near Sebree) . Some problems were encountered 
in placing and finishing the micro-si lica overlay with a latex-type 
( spinning-drum) f inishing machine . Better results were obtained using a 
low-slump (vibrating- screed) finisher. The micro-s i lica additive is 
int ended to provide a dense concrete that acts as an impermeable barrier 
to chlorides. Some cracks were noted in the completed deck ( 14 ) .  
Calcium-nitrite corrosion inhibi tor is an inorganic compound that 
acts to prevent the electrochemical corrosion reaction caused by 
chloride attack on reinforcing steel . It also acts as a Type C 
admixture .  Calcium nitrate (W.  R. Crace, DCI) has been used 
experimentally in Clas s AA concrete on two small bridges (KY 152 over 
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Beech Fork in Washington C ounty and Gose Road over Clarks Run in Boyle 
County) . A super water reducer also was employed on the Gose Road 
Bridge . Both bridges were completed in 198 6 .  Evaluation is ongoing. 
In addition to the use of calcium-nitrite inhibited concrete on new 
decks, it may be combined effectively with micro-silica additives and 
water-blast demolition for overlaying .  Other s tates have used water-
blast demolition to economically strip old concrete from around a 
corroded top reinforcing mat .  Typically , 3 to  4 inches of deteriorated 
concrete can be removed using the water-blast metho d .  Then, an equal 
thickness of overlay could be placed using calcium-nitrite/micro-silica 
concrete. That repair option could be used on decks too severely 
deteriorated to be overlayed by conventional methods . 
Other overlays showing promise are the thin-layered epoxi e s ,  blended 
polymers , and epoxy asphalts.  All of  those might be considered where 
lightweight bridge decks are being employed. Some experimental decks 
using those overlays have been used in other states , and i t  would be 
desirable to examine their perfo rmance before adopting them. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The progression of improvements in the design, materials , and 
construction and maintenance practices used on Kentucky's concrete decks 
has reached a plateau. Many decks that pre-date the Class AA 
concrete/epoxy-coated reinforcing steel combination have been overlayed 
and are presently providing continued useful service. Most decks 
employing Class AA concrete and epoxy-coated reinforcing s teel are still 
performing satis factorily and have not required overlayment . That 
probably holds t rue for bridges overlayed when new or before they were 
opened to traffic (with the exception of the membrane overlays on the KY 
676 Eas t-West Connector in Frankfort ) .  Latex and low-slump concretes 
are presently meeting the Transportation Cabinet's service requirements 
satisfactorily. 
In the next 5 to  10 years , the accumulated wear and tear on exi sting 
decks will necessitate new maintenance strategies and methods to 
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maximize benefits of expenditures for constructing new decks and for 
extending the life of older decks.  The older decks overlayed after 
years of service may eventually need to be redecked. Newer decks may 
require their first overlay and decks overlayed prior to opening may 
need their second overlay s .  I f  a deck is t o  b e  widened i n  a f ew year s ,  
the Transportation Cabinet may elect t o  extend the life o f  the deck by 
patching until i t  is deteriorated . 
This study revealed that reinforced-concrete bridge decks crack in 
specific patterns. The degree of cracking depends upon a number of 
factors -- bridge design, construction, and service.  Deck cracking is 
caused primarily by live loads and dif ferences in thermal expansion 
gradients between the reinforcing s teel and concrete. Cracking of rigid 
concrete overlays may be attributed to shrinkage cracking that occurs 
during setting ( latexes) and pull cracking created during deck finishing 
and texturing ( t ining) . 
The effects of deck ( and overlay) cracks upon durability was not 
asses s ed during this s tudy. Many decks have remained in service for 
years after the occurrence of prominent and extensive flexure and 
temperature cracking. Shrinkage and pull over lay cracks are often 
closely spaced and may lead to debonding. Several overlayed bridge 
decks containing such cracks have provided extensive service. That is 
not to imply that all signs of deck cracking are harmless.  Usually , 
overlay block cracking is a sign of badly deteriorated concrete in the 
underlying deck (Figures 3 1  and 3 2 ) . Block cracking also may signify 
the onset of overlay delaminations and punch outs in the bridge deck. 
On some heavy-haul and interstate routes , decks of continuous steel­
girder bridges contain extensive block cracking . Apparently, those 
bridges are not sufficiently stiff .  Conversely , bridges employing 
precas t ,  prestressed concrete !-beams,  especially the integral abutment 
bridges ,  contain very few cracks . Most of those cracks are longitudinal 
and may indicate the need for more transverse reinforcement .  Deck 
cracking may probably be eliminated by prestressing the slab . Previous 
efforts to seal cracks have not proven satisfactory. 
investigations are needed relative to that i s sue . 
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Further 
Figure 3 1 .  
F i gure 3 2 .  
Patch i n  Concrete Deck Adjacent to Area Showing Block 
Cracking ( U S  460 over I 7 5  i n  Scott County) ( l987 ) .  
Underside of Bridge Deck below Patched and Cracked Area 
Shown in Figure 30.  
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Debonding may be the only clear , discernable sign of overlay 
failure. A few overlays have experienced massive debonding failures; 
howeve r ,  such problems have been rarely encountered in recent year s .  
Where localized overlay debonding has 
effectively repaired by patching. 
occurred , i t  i s  usually 
Deck texturing has been a controversial topic since its inception. 
Broomed finishes on the I-64 experimental bridges between Frankfort and 
Lexington were observed to have worn considerably in the wheelpaths 
after a few years of service. The same results could be expected from 
shallow tining . In the last few years , the number of pull-in crack 
problems due to tining has apparently decreased. In part ,  that is 
probably due to timely texturing operations on the part of  experienced 
contractors.  Still , tining produces a relatively rough riding surfac e .  
Also , aggregates of ten are pulled from the latex concretes and the 
tining tends to be uneven. Those problems could be alleviated by sawing 
grooves into the completed deck. An obvious comparison would be the 
smooth riding freeways in the Los Angeles ,  Californi a ,  area, which have 
sawed groove s ,  compared to the I-275 Bypass around Covington and 
Newpor t ,  which has tined grooves. 
Despite their poor surface appearance , mos t  membrane bridges have 
performed very wel l ,  with the exception of those on the KY-67 6 twin 
bridges.  The KY-676 membranes may have been placed on grades too steep 
for their intended application. Several states still use membranes 
successfully. Their surfaces are not afflicted with seam cracks or 
blisters . Superficial blistering and seam cracking in the wearing 
surfaces on the Kentucky bridges have not resulted in significant 
distress in the membranes.  Inspections below the membrane bridge decks 
revealed no signs of efflorescence , indicating the membranes are still 
acting as effective impermeable barriers. Performances of all types of 
membranes ( sheet , liquid-applied , and slurry) match those of rigid 
overlay s .  They may b e  advantageous for certain applications . 
The performance of rigid concrete overlays has been very good.  
About 2 , 000 overlays have been placed throughout the state with less 
than ten known premature failures . Many initial overlays ,  including 
some that were experimental, are approaching 1 5  years service. It  
appears that many of those initial overlays may exceed 20 years service. 
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The Dow experimental latex overlays were rated slightly better 
overall than those using Reichhold latex. However ,  more Reich hold 
experimental overlays were placed on older decks , which probably 
accounts for that difference. The experimental low-slump overlays have 
performed well. They appear to be a suitable alternate to latex 
overlays . Also ,  they are oprobably a li ttle more crack resistant than 
latex overlays . 
All rigid overlays were observed to be amenable to spot repairs by 
patching. That allows for extension of the overlay ( and deck) life. 
The extent of chloride penetration into overlayed decks was not 
invest igated during this study. This issue was considered by New York 
in a comprehensive study of 7 7  older bridges containing black steel 
reinforcement in the decks ( 1 5 ) .  Correlation r evealed that chloride 
penetration was contributory to deck deterioration, but was not a major 
facto r .  Further attention to that issue may be warranted. 
Inspections indicated that some bridges are too flexible (at least 
for their present level of service) ,  causing their decks to crack 
exces s ively . Thos e  bridges should be identified and stiffened . They 
would not provide sufficiently stable deck support for overlays.  Also , 
they should not be redecked as initially constructed without either 
stif fen�ng the longitudinal beams or the deck. Bridges may be s tiffened 
either by adding additional beams , by prestressing exi sting members , or  
by providing c omposite action (shear connectors ) .  If  deck stif fening i s  
considered , it may b e  possible t o  employ a prestressed slab t o  add 
stiffness to the structure.  It  would be desirable to survey a 
significant number of bridges of different designs , on routes with 
different levels of service,  to determine crack patterns caused by 
service load s .  That information would be useful in the design of new 
bridges and in des ign of replacement decks for existing bridges . 
Perf o rmance of overlays is closely tied to the quality of the 
underlying deck s .  Based upon previous inspections , the most crack-free 
decks were usually obs erved on PCIB bridge s .  That is probably because 
the PCIB bridges are stiffer than other bridge types.  Presently, some 
steel fabricators and designers are promoting competitive bridges having 
wider girder and floor-beam spacings. 
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Those bridges may be initially 
economical , but may later prove prone to live-load induced deck cracking 
( especially if employed on heavy-service routes) . The relationship 
between bridge stiffness and deck cracking needs to be investigated 
furthe r .  I t  might b e  desirable to strain gage some exi sting bridges of 
different des igns to determine why some decks crack more extensively. 
The Transportation Cabinet may soon need to redeck a large number of 
bridges.  Besides the i s sue of sufficient bridge/deck stiffness and 
strength, the development of improved deck concrete needs to be 
addressed. Use of super water-reducer admixtures combined with micro­
silica additives may provide concrete superior to the current Class AA 
concrete in freeze-thaw durabili ty,  chloride impermeabili ty,  strength, 
and wear resistance. Those improvements would yield decks having 
superior perfo rmance and durability than those constructed to current 
specifications . Improvements would lead to reduced maintenance costs 
for the Transportation Cabine t .  
I t  would require a series o f  progres sive laboratory and field tests 
to develop a succes sor to the Class AA concrete .  However ,  if such a 
program were instituted , desired new concrete mixture and placement 
specifications might be perfected within 3 to 5 year s .  Concrete could 
probably be placed suitably by a spinning-drum paving machine; however ,  
some modifications to exi s ting paving procedures are anticipated. Sawed 
grooving of cured concrete could also decrease the potential for 
placement problems using super water-reducer/micro-si lica concrete . 
Integral abutment bridges appear to have provided good service,  
however significant service histories ( 1 0  years or more) have been 
obtained on only a very few of those bridge s .  They offer the advantages 
of eliminating such components as bearing s ,  deck expansion joint s ,  and 
seals normally used in conventional bridges and that sometimes prove 
troublesome in service . 
Problems involving dif ferential settlement between abutments and/or 
piers where anticipated; however , only one bridge , the US-60 bridge over 
Clear Cree.k in Shelby County , exhibited that problem. 
It was anticipated decks might be prone to cracking if relative 
settlement of the substructure elements occurred . That was only 
encountered on the aforementioned bridge. The bridges exhibited no 
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signs of deck distress due to lateral movement or rocking of the piers . 
Mos t  integral abutment bridge decks were relatively free of crack s .  In 
part ,  that was attributed to the use of prestressed concrete girders in 
mos t  structures .. The Structure Inventory and Appraisal Reports for 
those bridges ( related to structural components )  indicated no ratings 
lower than 7 (generally good condition) for the major bridge components :  
deck s ,  superstructures,  and substructures .. 
Performance of integral abutment bridges revealed no inherent 
defects that would inhibit their further use. In fac t ,  the virtual 
absence of major problems indicates that further use of that type of 
bridge might be desirable. 
Decks are expensive to maintain. The Divi sion of Maintenance has 
exercised good engineering practice and administration in managing the 
bridge-deck inventory . Technological advancements related to bridge 
decks are possible . Those improvements would greatly benefit 
Transportation Cabinet in maintaining and perhaps even improving bridge­
deck quality while controlling deck-maintenance c os t s .  
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